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LIrORNIA+ THE CULMINATION OF THE
AMERICAN FRONTIER+A LAND OF P R E S E N T
OPPORTUNITY+ PEOPLED WITH DARING SPIRITS
+IN W H O S E LITERATURE AND LIFE THE SPECIAL
LIBRARIAN FINDS INSPIRATION FOR EVEIM DAY WORK

"Intelligently specializing in books for Children"
Jane Easton MacLin

Markham Field MacLin

Children's Book Store
5 2 4 S O U T H FIGUERON S T R E E T
LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA

T h e Chiltlren's lholi Sto1.e rcalizcs an
idcal, fills a need and rmdcss a service.
The itlcal is our own-A h o l i store
for cliildrcn where every book should
be intiiaately kiiown and pcrsoilally
rccommendetl.
The need is that of Parent a i d
Teacher for highly spccialized assislance
in huatii~gout and supplying the right
bonk a t the right time.
The service is to society for great illcn
the one hand testify to the infl~lcnce
ulxm them of charact&,foin7ipg books,
while ci~iminologistspoint hut thc utter
lack of such iillluencc in the ch~lcllioodof
~ C I who
I
Iwcai~~c
criininals.
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We appreciate the opportunity
to serve Libraries as well as
Schools and the General Public
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ALIFORNIA is making rapid strides in the development of literature. A
section of the country rich in historic lore, it is building with surprising
rapidity some libraries of real magnitude in the field of literature. The
I-Ienry B. Huntington library is famed on two continents and the Hoover W a r
Library is a recent library developinent of distinction. The recent transfer of
the library of the late John Fiske to the University of California is in truth a
significant event.

C

I n the special library field there are notable evidences of achievement. AS
one turns the pages of this magazine he will observe stories of special libraries
in many fields of endeavor. I n this number we have attempted to group the
sketches of these various libraries in order that similar types may be easily noted.
The four articles on Research in California are of unttsual value, as the writers
in every case are authorities in their particular field, and these readable stories indicate the extraordinary growth of research on the Pacific coast. Working in
friendly relations with these special libraries are the large public libraries in Los
Angeles and San Francisco and, above all, the California State Library which
exercises a strong influence on the library movement throughout the state.
The California material was compiled by Mr. Rolland A. Vandegrift, Research Director of the California Taxpayers' Association.
The San Francisco Association, under the direction of Mr. William A.
Worthington, selected Miss Margaret Hatch to prepare copy for the editor. Many
others ably assisted Mr. Worthington and Miss I-Iatch in this undertaking.

In southern California Miss Josephine B. Hollingsworth, of the Science Department of the Public Library, took charge of advertising and credit should
also be given to Mr. Guy E. Marion, Miss Anna F. Frey, Miss Lenore Green,
Mr. Byron E. Edwards and Miss Rose M. Purcell for valuabIe assistance.
We are deeply indebted to the Special Libraries Association of San Francisco and the Special Libraries Association of Southern California for their invaluable work in preparing this issue.
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Practical Value of Industrial Research
By Dr. Ford A. Carpenter, Manager, Department of Meteorology and
Aeronautics, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce

HERE is no doubt whatever that the

ered as a by-product of research the
Great War put such a decided crimp secret of properly reproducing sound.
into scientific research abroad that it has The other instance is that of a public
taken until the present year to even par- service corporation, which having negtially recover from the terrible set-back. lected its research department is now
While recovery has been very slow in con~pelledto pay into the treasury of a
Europe, where practicalized investigation manufacturing company which discovwas at high water-mark in 1914, in the ered the secret (which sho~tldhave been
United States the war brought this apparent had their own research departyoung country into full realization of the ment been properly functioning) milpossibilities of commercial research. The lions of dollars every year as a penalty
history of the world shows no parallel to of ignoring the value of properly organthe magnificent work of engineering re- ized research."
search along chemical, economic and
The History of Research
transportation lines as was carried on
during the last year of the war.
The history of research can well be
Could international jealousies permit, shown as a curve which we will call
foreign countries would freely admit "human control over natural forces" as
that while we were deplorably late in illustrated in the accompanying graph
entering the great conflict, it was Yankee
ingenuity and resourcefulness that disHUMAN CONTROL OVER NATURAL FORCES
heartened the Great Central Powers and
gave ultimate victory to the Allies.
America plunged into the struggle with
all of the enthusiasm to win which is
characteristic of this nation in any field
of endeavor. Naturally, then, this impetus carried the nation into the further
matter of investigation and use of great
natural resources, until at the present
time research is as much a matter of
concern as either production or selling
in any successful concern. In fact, one which is an adaptation of Professor
of the great industrial engineers of the Courtis' well-known diagram. The 1101-iUnited States told the writer recently zontals are made to show the values of
while they were on the same lecture plat- human knowledge, beginning a t the
form addressing a middle-west college, bottom with that of the least scientific
"Any institution that neglects research value-astrology,
with the science of
has less than ten years to live regardless government at the top, as being the most
of its present success." Illustrating this desirable. This chronology covers nearly
fact, he continued "We have at the pre- six thousand years which have been
sent time two outstanding illustrations roughly divided into historical periods,
attending the neglect of a proper re- such as the Egyptian, Jewish, Grecian,
search department in a large business. Roman, European and American. I t mill
The first that occurs to me is where a be noticed that research has accomconcern manufacturing musical reproduc- plished more in the past century than
tion instruments is being forced to pay had hitherto been known in the precedroyalties aggregating millions of dollars ing fifty-eight hundred years. A t first
annually to a corporation which discov- thought this appears to be an extravn-
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gant statement, but do we realize that
for over a thousand years, for example,
the simple phenomenon of frictional
electricity was only associated with the
substance of amber ? Hence the genesis
of "electricity." Further, that until our
own Franklin's day there was no suspicion that frictional electricity and lightning were in the least related although
there is a record of more than five thotlsand years of study. If we examine this
curve closely it will be an easy matter to
see why more is now learned in a short
ten years than in the preceding century
and reasoning by analogy that more will
be ltnown in the next twelve months
than was even dreamed of in the past
decade. There is only one caution and
that is, with modern widespread means
of dessemination of thought, such a s the
press and the radio, there occurs a tendency on the part of the public to be
"over-sold" as readers and listeners are
apt to be over-credulous. This has a
very damaging effect on pure research
111 that there often arises a popular fallacy that so-called "by-products" simply
"happen," that useful and important investigations and applications of knowledge may bc likened to Topsy, in that
they just "grew." All students of natural phenomena are perfectly aware of
the fact that research is not a matter oi
accsetion. The lifetime studies of a
Burbank, a Ford, or a Pupin represent
rare devotion to investigation.
Research in Business

When we consider the loosely run
condition of most businesses whether
public 01- private, it is not to be wondered that only a few out of a lmndred
succeed. The marvel is that any at all
are successful. It may frequently happen that it is one member of a firm,
or, perchance, a solitary official o r employee who is the student, and he may
constitute the entire personnel of the
research department. As one of the
largest companies in the world states in
an account of the necessity of research :
"This is vital because every move the
conlpany makes in carrying out its manufacturing program is done on such a
gigantic scale that all guesswork must Le

199

rigidly excluded from the very start, and
the facts predetermined in the laboratories o n a purely scientific basis." If
we look closely into the work of a successful concern there will be found an
energetic, resourceful and well organized research department. For esarnple,
the telephone companies of the United
States decided a few years ago that they
should receive liiglier compensation for
their services. They a t once put their
magnificent researdl departments to
work and laid out a program with this
end in view. All over the country from
Massachusetts to California the cities of
the United States protested on increase
of rates amounting to often as high as
100 per cent. over the present schedule.
The gigantic tclephone combinatioll secured their increases which in the instance of one Alnerican city amounts to
several million dollars a year: W h y ?
Because of the justice of their demands?
Not a t all, sitl~plybecause the telephone
company through its research department perpared briefs which the various
state coinmissions could not properly ignore. The citizen was in the same position as if he were attacked by a trained
and armed force. H a d the various municipalities been in possession of properly
organized data the saving between what
they are now being compelled to pay and
what they would have been able to have
deinonstrated as just to the state authorities, would have maintained a proper
research department.
T h e Place of the Special Library in
Research

One of the best indications of the success of an organization is the character
and size of its technical library. I t 1s
not enough that the head of a research
department is equipped by training and
personality to keep his company ahead
of the competitive procession, but it is
equally as essential that the colnpany
should supply this department with a
well selected technical seference library
so that all who are so inclmed may use
it. I t is necessary to reinetnber that originality of thought o r production will not
be prejudicially iilfluetlced by the study
of what other men have clone or are do( T ~ Y tIo Lpage

251)
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California's Program for Co-ordination
of Research
By Washington L. Connolly, Associate Director, Research Department.
California Development Association
the demands of the movement, lnve
undcrtakeil i~llportant reorganizations
among their fact developing facilities
few years and has been an iinportant and are engaged in further activities
factor in the new era of economic devel- along these lines. T h c recent national
opinent resulting from essential reail- distribution congress held in Wasl~ington
justments following the world-wide con- represents a further instance of a much
flict. Individual firms, corporations, needed move in a field in which complete
trade associations, state and Federal and co-orclinated data is almost en6re!y
governments are realizing more and lacking.
more the fundamental importance of 311
These efforts at improving and exaccurate and ready analysis of pertinent tending thc fact finding machinery have
economic data and the value of statistical developed several principles with respect
research to the proper planning of cur- to most desirable methods of future prorent and long time business activities.
cedure. Outstanding among these is that
Looking at this moveinent from the local or regional readjustments are csbroad general viewpoint, it is apparent sential to a national improvement based
that it has heen expressed in two distinct upon a general co-ordination and stanphases. There was at first what might dardization of the facilities in this fiehl.
be called "an adoption of the principle" I t is in this connection that certain reperiod, during which business was learn- cent activities along this line in Califoring that accurate fact data was of value nia take on both a local and national
to its operations, and was becoming ac- importance.
quainted with the many sources developCalifornia Development Assoc~ation
ing useful information. Following this,
and resulting from the rapidly spreading
Over a year ago, the California Develapplication of these principles, there has opment Association turned its attention
evolved the present stage of the mov2- to the developnient of the statistical and
merit which can be termed "an analysis research machinery of California. The
and evaluation of the adequacy of the Research Department of that association
machinery operating in the statistic:ll had for two years been laying the
and research field." This has very prop- groundwork for such a program througl~
erly come with the fuller linowledge of its regular operations involving a contact
the subject itself, and of the inadequacies with the various statistical and research
existing in many phases of the subject.
agencies of the state and a resultiiig
This latter phase has been reflected in knowledge of the activities of each. A
many ways during the last two years. general analysis disclosed a local maniThese instances of reflection have been festation of a more or less national consomewhat similar as to purpose and dition, namely, that there had been develmethod, differing principally as deter- oping many bureaus or agencies for the
mined by the coml~inationof conditions collection and reporting of descriptive n r
involved in each individual situation. For quantitative statistical data, that n ~ o s tof
exaniple, business films and trade asso- these are departments of the Federal
ciations have been investigating the adc- or state government, with many addic p c y of their fact data and have been tional private or semi-private agencics
engaged in developing its usefulness. representing trade and industrial orgaaiState and Federal departments, meeting zations, civic-commercial bodies, etc.,
growing appreciation of the value cf
A
statistical research has been evidenced in this country during the past

I
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that some arc engaged in measuring the
1. The facilities, activities, 1nethods
natural resources and their utilization and objectives of the several agencies
while others are measuring procl~~ctionrepresented.
facilities ancl trends of developinent in
2. Their respective plans for ainplifithe basic ancl related industries, ~ t 1 1 cation of their present woi-1~.
still others engaged in compiling, analy3. A method of readjustment and
zing and interpreting the basic data de- moclification, in order to eliminate dupli~relopecl,and finally that these agencies of cation and waste and to bring about.
source data and interpretation have
more effective operation, to the end that
grown up individually, each more o r less work may he strengthened at its most
independent of the other without any promising points.
I t was further suggested that the work
particular system of contact or co-ordination between them.
of this conference wonld be expedited by
Recognizing this situation, the Board the subinission 011 the part of each agenof Directors of the Califosnia Develop- cy of a general report outlining briefly
ment Association appointed an Executive their incliviclual situation with respect to
Research Coinmittee as a inedium to take item number one referred to above. A
the leadership in bringing about all pos- one-day conference was held in Los
sible practical co-ordination and unity c f Angeles on February 23 and was preeffort in economic research or fact fincl- sided over by Henry M. Robinson. 1701ing in the state. This coinmittee was lowing a general coilsideration of the
co~nposedof Henry M. Robinson, prcsi- presently existing conditions in the field
dent of the First National Bank of Los of research, as developed by various
Angelcs, a member of the Dawes Coin- spcaltel-s, the conference considered ways
~nissionand a director of the California and means of accon~plishingthe desired
Development Association as chairman, objective. From this ineeiing came recA. Enlory Wishon, general rnanager of ommendations to establish a permanent
the San Joaquin Light and Power Cor- organization to be composed of the ecoporation, 13. A. Sproul, assistant fedcral 1101111~ and allied research agencies In
reserve agcnt, Federal Reserve Bank of California, and a conlmittee was apSail Francisco, George Eberle of the pointed to clraft the constitution of such
Eberle ancl Riggletnan Economic Service, a proposed organization and submit their
Los Angeles, Dr. Alonzo E Taylor, report to a secoild meeting of the perdirector, Food Research Institute, Stan- sonnel of this first conference.
ford University, and David Wecks, UiA second conference of the sm!e
vision of Agricultural Economics, Col- agencies was called for April 3 at the
lege of Agriculture, University of University of Califoi-nia in Berkeley, by
California.
Chairman Robinson. The conference
4 s the first step in this program, this was primarily for the purpose of considcommittee was authorized by the Board ering thc report of the special coinmittee
of Directors to call a conference of the appoiiztecI a1 thc first conference, and to
agencies in California engaged in eco- cstablisl~ soinc pernlanellt form of ornomic reseasch and the production of ganization.
original information, with a vicw to conThe meeting resulted in the creation
sidering ways and means for the co- of The California Economic Research
ordination and extension of the presently Council, the purposc of which is to £ 0 ~ available sourccs of information and also ter and promote thc correlatioll of the
for the development of new sources. activities of all ecotlo~nicresearch and
Letters acldresscd by Chairman Robinson statistical agencies, .the stallclardizatioil
to soinc one Ii~~~iclrcd
and twenty-five in- allcl co-ordinaLlon of existing ~ ~ 0 n 0 1 1 1 i ~
dividual departments and agencies in- data, and the clevelop~nentof new sources
voked an unaninlous approval of the de- of statistical and research information ill
sirability of such a meeting and the ob- the state of California. Membersl~ipi : ~
jectives involved. The scope of this first the Council collsists of representatives of
conference was suggested to include a recognized
statistical and reconsidesation ofsearch agellcies in California. The £01-
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lowing officers were elected : chairman-

Committee on Business Research. Other

of Business, Stanford University ; vicechairman-J. R. Douglas, assistant vicepresident and manager, Department of
Research and Service, Security Trust
and Savings Bank, Los Angeles; secretary-H. F. Orn~sby,associate director,
Research Department, California Development Association.
Policy and admmistration is centralized in an Executive Committee of
twelve meifibers in addition to the three
officers mentioned above, with the secretary the administrative officer of the
Council.
Activity on specific and group problems is to be accon~plishedthrough the
medium of five group committees, who
are to study the statistical and research
problems and needs of the particular
interests which each represents and take
such action as is found necessary to
carry out the objectives of the Council.
The five group committees created are
Committee on Natural Resources, Committee on Agricultural Economics, Committee on Irrigation Econon~ics, Committee on Industrial Economics, and

It is advisable to analyze briefly just
what is provided for by this organization. In the first place, and of utmost
importance, this organization does not
represent a new agency for carrying on
actual research projects or statistical
work. I t does contemplate the co-ordination of the activities of the various individual agencies composing its membership. A clear understanding of the
difference between those two conditions
is essential to an appreciation of what
is contemplated, as the structure of the
Council was especially designed to permit efficiency of operation toward its
objectives without the sacrifice of any
independence on the part of its constituent bodies.
There has thus been created in California a medium for improving and developing the machinery of research, with
an organic structure designed to meet
the problen~sinvolved, which medium is
based upon the approval and sanction of
the various individual agencies engaged
in the field involved, and who make up
its membership.

IV. E. Hotchkiss, Dean, Graduate School committees will be formed as need arises.

Commercial and Economic Research
in Southern California
By

J. J.

McBride, National Advertising Research Department,
Los Angeles 'Times

E-IE remarkable growth in population, with its attending increase in
commercial activities, that has been experienced by southern California during
the past few years, and especially since
the close of the World War, has tended
to render data obsolete almost from the
time that it becomes available. This has
been particularly true of information
collected at intervals of several years
such as the various Federal Censuses.
In fact the Bureau of the Census has
recognized this condition by declining LO
make estimates of the present population
of the city of Los Angeles for the reason that rules and formulae for calculating population growth, found servicable

T

in the older and more settled parts of the
country, cannot be applied to this section
on account of its great growth since
1920.
With a condition such as this confronting the business men of southern
California it can be easily understood
that the need for continuous and accurate research was readily recognized. T h e
demand for timely information has not
been confined to those engaged in mercantile pursuits alone, for the growth of
new industries, both extractive and manufacturing, has rendered imperative the
assembling and keeping up-to-date data
bearing upon the various phases of commercial life in this section. Under these
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circun~stancesit is not surprising that research work has met with as favorable
reception here as in any other section of
the country.
Among the leaders, and undoubtedly
the pioneer, in commercial research activities in Los Angeles is the Southern
California Telephone Company, which
applies the principles and methods of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, to the study of this market,
particularly in connection with population growth and analysis of business
conditions. Due to rapid growth of Los
Angeles this company found it desirable
in 1925 to make a house count of this
city although its previous study was
made in 1922.
Faced with the problem of preparing
to supply water, power and light for the
increasing population, the Department of
Water and Power of the city of Los
Angeles several years ago installed a
well organized Research Department
whose studies largely center around population and industrial growth and distribution.
Traffic regttlation is, in Los Angeles,
as elsewhere, one of the great questions
pressing for solution. Street railway
companies are vitally interested in this
problem and it has been made the subject of exhaustive study by the Research
Department of the Los Angeles Railway
Company. A notable contribution to the
literature on this subject is a recently
published article entitled The Economic
Life of the City in Relation to Street
Traffic,from the pen of the Director of
the Research Department of this company.
The effect of taxation upon the commercial life of the state and upon the
welfare of the citizens of California has
been the subject of intensive analysis by
the Research Department of the California Taxpayers' Association. T h e facts
brougl~tout by these studies have been
made available through the association's
monthly magazine, Thc Tax Digest.
The problems created by the enormous
growth of the oil industry in southern
California within such a brief period of
time has made necessary extensive research work from marketing and storage
angles as well as that of production.

203

This has resulted in the establishment of
active research departments by practically all of the oil companies in this part
of the state. These departments have
contributed their share of research in
this field in which California is not surpassed by any other state.
I n the matter of market research it
will be iound that the various newspapers
maintain merchandising departments, an
important part of whose worlc is that of
making market surveys, which require the
collection of original data through actual
field work. I n addition to surveys relating to the market conditions as affecting
a particular product the newspapers are
frequently called upon to assemble general data covering the section as a whole.
In addition to the research departments established by the various corporations for work along specified lines
there are a number of private individuals
and firms who make special investigations and analysis of business conditions,
or furnish a regular economic service
for their clients.
Located within the limits of Los Angeles are the University of Southern
California, the Southern Branch of the
University of California, and Occidental
College. These institutions are paying
particular attention to coinmercial education and offering numerous courses in
statistical methods and business analysis.
Many studies of local business problems
have been made in connection with the
university work, the results of a number
of which have been made available
through publications issued by the school
or clepartinent making the investigation.
Supplenlenting the worlc of those agencies engaged in the actual work of collecting raw data are the research departments of those organizations which
rather confine their activities to analysis
and presentation. Excellent work along
these lines is being done by a nuinber of
private concerns as well as practically
all of the banks, two of the latter issuing
monthly publications bearing upon business conditions.
As one phase of its work the Los
Angeles Chamber of Conltnerce is functioning as one of the leading research
agencies in this section. Its well-organized Research Department has accumu-
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lated a large fund of inforination bearing
upon conln~ercialconditions. Recognizing the unity of southern California, it
has not confined its efforts to Los
Angeles alone but has devoted much
time and labor to the collection of data
relating to all parts of the Southland.
Specializing along particular lines the
Industrial and Agricultural Departments
of the Chamber of Commerce have likzwise engaged in original research work
in the form of surveys of natural resources and manufacturing opportunities
in southern California. The Market
and Field Report of Soriilzent California
Crojs, issucd monthly by the latter departincnt is a valuable source of current
information as to local crop and marketing conditions.
Another of the activities of the
Chamber of Commerce that is of particular interest and value to all engaged in
research work from the cotninercial

June, 1926

angle are the semi-monthly research
luncheons held under the auspices of the
Research and Statistics Committee.
Thesc meetings afford the opportunity
for all those who are interested in this
work to become acquainted with each
other and to discuss their problems. The
practice of having a half hour's talk by
an attthority on some phase of research
work followed by a round table discussioil has tended to make luncheons an
open forum for the consideration of business research.
Notwithstanding the amount of research work that has been done in
southern California the field for study
shows no indication of being exhausted
Even when the present problems have
been solved, new oncs created by the
growth in population and conlmercial activity already apparent cannot fail to
give rise to even greater calls for scientific study and analysis.

Street Railways and Research
By C. A.

Copper, Director of Research, Los Angeles Railway

new discovely," said Jacques Loeb,
"A
"is a new coinbitlation of old
ideas and these cowbinations are most

was the horse-omnibus placed on the
streets of Paris in 1661 by Blake Pascal.
T o this crude device have been added
likely to occur to the mind of the some of the greatest inventions of 1110dscientist, not when he is handling ma- ern times ; the result being a remarkable
terial things but when he is brooding mcchanisin the use of which has affected
over the thoughts of other men and re- favorably the lives of city dwellel's
thinking them himself."
throughout the world. Here was proThe application of research to the vided a form of transportation f o r
street-car industry would scem, on first urban inasscs within the limits of price
approach, to indicate that niechanical cr and time available.
electrical improvement was the aim. As
Thc social and economic significance
a matter of fact the inaterial side of thc and results of this freedom of movement
inclustry has heen for some tilac so near are to be seen in the concentric design of
to a probahle ideal of cconoiny and de- American cities. This arrangement 111-0pendableness that only minol- improve- vicles for a healthful dispersion of homes
ments in design may he expectecl. The and an efficient centralization of busiiminediate future of this form of trans- ness. Strong babies are the product o f
portation lics in the making of social ant1 the detacliecl residence; a high produceconomic adjustments for which its exec- tivity of the worker is the result of thl:
utives 111ust prepare by studying their centralizecl, machine use of urban btsiurban environment rather than mechani- ness land. O u r cities excel by inclividcal problems.
ualizing lion~elife and integrating ecoTo make clear this idea a review of nomic activity, ie., by division of labor
the developinent of the industry will be and inass production. T h e results a r e
helpful. The proto-type of the street-car nlutually beneficial.
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This evolution to efficiency by our new the increasing torpidity of its arteries.
towns was predicated upon an adequate In Cleveland the flow of families has set
circulation of population in the streels. strongly toward the center; in Los
The old quadrille design with relatively Angeles the growth of suburban business
narrow street widths was retained. The is proceeding with a progressive momenincreased movement caused by the cle- ttum. In most large cities the same co?ltached residence areas and the increase sequences are apparent.
of gainful contacts necessary was proThat these great changes taking place
vided for by the improvements, as occa- so rapidly are not being overlooked is
sion arose, to the original omnibus.
apparent. O n the theoretical side of urMass transportation was adequate un- ban geography the rescarch work being
til inventive genius revived the obsoles- clone 1)y Professor Ely and his staff in
cent individual transportation in a form tlie Institute oE Land and Public Utility
so intrjguing that now all the world, like Economics is noteworthy. At Berkeley
Dr. Johnson, finds its greatest h a p p i n e ~ s Professor Sauer likewise is pioneering in
riding in a coach. Unlike the great mor- this new field of investigation. Among
alist, however, the world is little able to leaders in the electric-railway industry
see the consequences of such p1cas~re.j~ there seems to be little realization of the
with or without the handsome lady hc social iillpllcatioils involved in the service they render. This, indeed, is an opspecified as a companion.
The result of too inany automobiles, portunity for the "special library." T o
as relatcd to the use of city strccts, is bring to the busy executive the new
that of scarcity of street space. This icleas in print is onc of their great funclack is a debit to the highway's cliief tions. T o use lurther the words of Proassets, space and time ineasured by de- fessor Loel) printed in this magazine for
mand for use. The fluid social status January, 1923: "The library remains the
of urban America has already registered great essential to discovery.')

The California State Library
Its Special Features
B y Milton

I

J. Ferguson,

Librarian, California State Library

may not be possible in the space of
:his
article to do just~ce to the California State Library as a special library.
However, it is gratifying to note that tl15
pidesident of tlie Southeastern Library
Association, Louis R.TVilson, used California as the standard for measuring the
accomplishments and the hopes of the
nine states in his group. W c who have
occasionally been accused of 111-aggili~
are happy to sit back, silent, while others
state the facts wc know so well. As
library wol-lc tlcvelops, as it reaches the
point whcre it can really serve, it becomes special.
The California State Library, coming
quickly and briefly to my theme, is an
aggregation of special libraries whose
strength is the greater because they clo
team work. W11en it came into being in
1850 it was considered solely as a n aid in

the making and interpreting 01 law; and
for a long period of time this phase of
its work was held o i supreme importance. Gradually books oi otller types
crept in, interests urcre broadened an11
oilier clepartmcnts of scrvice wcl-e aclde~l.
Today it is not that the law and legislative reiercnce clcpartinents have grown
of lesser value-perhaps in many ways
they are of greater significance than ever
l~cfot-e-but that other kinds and intcrests have come up taking their place on
a level with the old.
As the years went Iy, it became increasingly clear that the state ought to
specialize in the field of its own life and
history. The subject has been one c ~ f
fascinating l u r e , and much has been said
thereon. But it was held not sufficient
to pick and choose; the collectioll brcame inclusive, not esclusive : l)ool<s,
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pamphlets, pictures, newspapers, broaclsides, and a great mass of manuscript
material bearing upon practically every
aspect of California life make this dtpartinent of the institution one to delight
the specialist's heart. A single instance
of the help here alone to be found is the
llewspaper index from the first issue 01
the precious little Cnlifornia~zof 1846 to
today's bulky daily still moist from the
press. These two nlillions and more entries have pointed the way to many a
weary searcher who had long vainly
looked elsewhere.
A word should be said about the emphasis placed upon official state and n:ational documents as a special phase of
library service. The State Library years
ago recognized the fact that while the so
called document may be dry, as a class
~t contains much of great value when
properly handed. Endeavor has bee11
made to gather such books, properly arrange them, and to provide the keys to
their contents which will as readily as
map open them to the student.
Some ycars ago his heirs gave the
Adolph Sutro books to the state on condition that a branch of the State Library
be established in San Francisco to take
care of then^. This branch at present is
located in quartezs in the S a n Francisco
Public Library at the Civic Center.
While the books themselves do not form
a collection especially strong in any one
field, they are nevertheless valuable, containing as they do many rarities in many
fields of literature. The branch was intended, too, to give the state a point of
contact in the Bay region, to which
books from the maill library might freely
be sent. The California Genealogical
Society some years ago placed its library
in our charge, and it is being adininistered as an integral part of this branch.
I n point of volumes used, the genealogical service predominates; and may Le
viewed as a special library among few
of its kind on the Pacific coast.
A department of the State Library
which is again of interest to a special
class is that which handles the embossed
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books for the blind. The general public,
except in a sentimental way, is not interested in this phase of the work; but lt
serves the most eager class of readers in
our midst. If the whole population used
the library as do the blind we would
have actually arrived at that ambitious
goal of the library profession-books for
everybody and everybody for books.
This is largely a direct by mail service
and alone among the departments of the
library seaches beyond the borders of
the state.
I t is the desire that the several departments of the California State Llbrary
m y be the fingers which form the strong
hand of helpfulness. They are each in
their one particular field reference instruments. The library does have a
branch of its work which it gives the
usual title of Reference Department.
Here are gathered in from the whole
state questions of a special character to
which locally satisfactory answers have
not been fotmd. As time goes on, as
more adequate funds are vailable, when
the new building with its excellent arrangement is completed and occtlpied, it
is hoped and believed that there will be
built LID in the Reference De~artnlentitself and in all other departments an example of what the very highest quality
of special service may mean.
The State Library does not aspire to
the name of a recreational library,
though it recognizes naturally the essential nature of this phase of library work.
Its mission is to bring to the people information as to the necessity of having a
well developed library; that the library
in the language of the market is a good
investment. I t wants to help the professional worker solve his own professional problems, to help him see the wisdom of disregarding old methods where
new ones are better-and to do it early.
And finally it is ainbitious through the
local libraries, which will soon, we hope,
reach every individual within the state's
borders, to bring to everyone a specialized superservice, an answer to those
questions which may not easily, readily,
or econolnically be answered at home.
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Our Pacific Coast Association
S February 25, 1922, Dr. Ralph L. tion and has faithfully supported it at all
Power, a past editor of SPECIALtiincs. The national slogan, "Putting
LIDR.~RIES
and for some time a professor Knowledge to f.Vork" was adoptecl and
at thc University of Southenl California the object is set forth in the following:
in Los Angeles, called a meeting of spec- "The object of this association is to proial lil~rariansfor the purpose of forming mote the interests of the coinmercial, ina local Special Libraries Association. Dr. dus~rial,techmcal, civic, n~unicipal and
Power, always interested in spccial libra- legislative seference libraries, the special
ries, fiad become acquainted with many departments of public libraries, univcrof tlwm in and about Los Angeles, and sities, welfare associations and business
in 1921 had published a sinall book organizations." * * * *
under the title of Libraries of L o s
A ~ ~ g e l cand
s Vicildy. Tl~roughthis acFive years ago pioneers in thc special
quaintance and through newspaper puil- library field in San Francisco had
licit!., he brought together a group af vision enough to realize that if the speclibrarians ancl I-esearcl~ investigators, ial libraries and research bureaus scatI\-110 were interested in specialized library tered a r o ~ m dthe bay district were co
work.
reap a full harvest, there should be ail
Mrs. Vivian Smith, now Mrs. J. K. organization holding them firmIy toDouglas, mas elected the first president gether.
and ui-~der her faithful guidance the
The Snecial Libraries Association of
association was firmly started. T h e suc- Sail l ~ r a r k s c o ,therefore, became at that
ceeclirlg presidents were, in order, Mr. time an organizecl agency. Monthly
Guy E. Marion, Miss Alice M. Scl~ecli iileetings were held at which each memand Mr. Eyron E. Edwards.
I ~ e rwas asked to give a short account of
The association has enjoyed a steady his library, discussing the nature of the
growth and now ranks among its mem- material collected, and his special field
bers, librarians from practically every of rcsearch. These meetings were more
kind of library, schools and colleges, than mere "get-together" aflairs; they
public utilities, banks, museums, indus- werc an i ~ ~ t e n s e linteresting
y
survey of
trial concerns, pronlinent among whic!~ the research activities of the San Franhave been the oil companies and motion cisco clistrict.
picture conccrns, special departments of
I t was just a step from this wcll orpublic libraries, ancl many specialized lib - ganized local associatio~l to becoining
raries.
affiliated with the national Special LiNot all of thcse libraries are located in braries Associati011 which was' accomLos Angeles, but many are scattered all plished in December, 1924.
over southcrn California, in Pasaclenn,
Since then the organizatioll has kept
P ~ m o n a Sail
,
Bernarclino, San Pedro and growing, gathering mo1.e and more memeven as far sout11 as San Diego.
bers, becoming fully conscious of its
-+bout forty librarians are now listed aims, and strengthening itsclf with new
as members and associates, and it can associations and new contacts. Our aim,
truly he said that each and every mem- libz that of all such organizations, is to
ber has derived much of value from the increase the facilities of all research a r d
association.
special library workers by a greater
An outstancling acliievemenl, whicli knowleclge of the .vvheseabouts of source
took Illore. than tllrce years of faithful material. Each member has valuable
am1 coilsistcnt cffort, was the prepara- feelers at work, gathering informatio:~,
tion ancl publication of a Union L i s t of statistics, niaking new contacts, and findPsriodicnls in Libmriss of Soz~therjt ing other rcsearch agents; and it is the
Californin.
pooling of all of this infornlation whic!r
This association early affiliated with makes our organization an, alive business
the National Special Libraries Associa- asset to the cotninunity.
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Two World Famous Libraries
Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California
Leslie Edgar Bliss, Curator and Acting Librarian
Henry E. Huntington Library is
an outstanding example of that spirit
which has prompted several of America's
wealthy capitalists to confer upon their
home city or state the benefits of their
world-famous art and book collections.
After a period of somewhat more than
ten years spent in intensive book-collecting, largely at auction or by en-bloc purchases of libraries formed by other collectors over an extensive period of years,
Henry E. Huntington in 1919 decided to
give his loved state of California and,
through the state, the world at large his
already world-famous collection of
boolcs and manuscripts. By a deed of
trust a self-perpetuating board of five
trustees was then created, now composed
of George S. Patton, clznirman, Dr.
George Ellery Hale, Henry M. Robinson,
Dr. Robert Andrew Millikan, and Archer M. Huntington, which will automatically administer the affairs of the
trust on the death of the founder. A
building to house the collection was
erected on Mr. Huntington's beautiful
San Marino estate, and in 1920 the library staff of eleven (now augmented to
twentytwo) and the collection were removed from New Yorlc City to California.
The library is intended to serve research workers in the fields of incunabula, English and American literature,
and American history. I t is hoped that
exhibitions covering subjects within its
fields may be prepared from time to
time and that a half-day each week may
be set aside for the public view of these
exhibits. At the present time the library
is not open to visitors but several research workers have already availecl
theluselves of its facilities, in fact they
have done so ever since its establishment
in the present quarters. Many bibliographical and other reference questions
have been answered through correspondence and by means of the photostat. The
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research worker without the means ar
the opportunity to come to California io
consult the rare material housed here
often finds the photostate his best aid,
and consequently much of this sort of
worlc is done.
It is iinpossible to state with any degree of accuracy the number of books
and pamphlets the library contains,
though it is believed to be in excess of
one hundred and fifty thousand. In incunabula alone the five thousand mark
was passed within the present calender
year, thus placing the collection well in
the lead, in numbers at least, of a11 libraries in the Americas. I n English literature from the beginning of printing
in England through the Victorian period
it is doubtful if the San Marino collection is surpassed as a general thing outside of the great libraries in England,
being especially strong in that great period of English drama, the Elizabethan.
In the rarer boolcs of American history
the library compares favorably with the
John Carter Brown, the Lenox, the Ayer,
and the Clements collections, thus placing it in the first rank for research worlc
in this field. I t possesses exceptiona1
material on the American Revolutionary
and Civil Wars, on Washington, Lincoln,
and the history of its home state of California. Underlying all these collectio~ls
of printed material, a firm foundation
for research worlc is its manuscript collection, in which is an untold wealth of
material, some already published, but the
large part as yet untouched by the worker
in source materials, consisting of well
over a million separate letters and ~ O C L I ments. Among these a few of the more
outstanding are the coiumbtts Book of
Privileges, the Pizarro-La Gasca documents, the Ellesqnere Chaucer, the
Franklin Autobiography, Waslti?zgtods
gewalogy in his own hand, and over one
hundred and thirty letters of Lincoln.
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The Hoover War Library, Sanford University, Palo Alto,
California
Dr. Ralph Lutz,
HE Hoover War Library of Stanford University is a research library.
I t was founded in 1919 by Herbert
Hoover to gather and preserve materials
necessary for studies of the causes, the
conduct and the results of the Worid
War. Since that time the scope of the
library has been enlarged to include the
period of reconstruction following the
war. From 1919 to 1921 the library was
administered by Dr. E. D. Adams and
Dr. Ralph Lutz, both members of the
history faculty of Stanford University.
In 1921, owing to its enlarged scope,
the library was reorganized and placed
under the control of a directorate of ten
menlbers consisting of the founder, the
president of Stanford University and the
director of the University Libraries as
ex-officio members and representatives of
the faculties of the social sciences at
Stanford University. These men are
responsible for the general policy of the
library and for its acquisition program.
The adn~inistrationof the library is in
the hands of the director of the University Libraries. Since the reorganization
the chairmanship of the directorate has
been held by Dr. Adams and Dr. Lutz
the present incumbent. In addition to
the directorate, the library has enlisted
the aid of several well known European
scholars, especially in eastern Europe,
where the book trade is comparatively
undeveloped. These men have undestaken responsibility for building u p the
various collectiolis in the Hoover War
Library in the fields in which they are
eminent.
The Hoover War Library has its own
staff, its own reading room and its
special stack floors. At present it is
housed in the Library of Stanford University, but owing to the extraordinary
growth of the War Library and its peculiar demands this arrangement is proving unsatisfactory and the War Library
will within a few years have a building
of its own on the Stanford University

T
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Campus. An estimate of the contents of
the library can best be given by a description of the plan of acquisition and
the results which have been accomplished in carrying out this plan.
Government Documents

The library collects official government documents from every country in
the world, intensively for the war period,
selectively but exhaustively within the
chosen fields for the reconstruction period. These docun~entsinclude the parliamentary debates and documents and
of governthe reports and p~~blications
mental ministries or departments. T h e
collection comprises not only doculnents
which were made public but also many
official papers which were not intended
for circulation outside of government
circles. In this group may be mentioned
the confidential weekly summary of labor
and industrial conditions in the enemy
countries compiled by the British Foreign
Office and the British Ministry of Labour's weekly S+y summary of a similar
character, two sets secured for the library by Dr. Adams in 1919. The library
has government docu~llents from over
fifty countries of the world and the work
of collecting in this field is still carried
on intensively.
Supplementing the section of official
government docuinents is the library's
collection of personal memorabilia or
private papers of men and women who
were active in world affairs during both
the war and reconstructiou periods. This
collection, usually in manuscript, is for
the most part confidential and its use
restricted in one way or another. I t has
for a nucleus sixty-five thousand reports
and comtnunications bearing on conditions in Europe during the war and
post-war periods. In illustration of this
group may be mentioned the papers of
Dr. George D. Herron, unoficial confidential adviser to President Wilson especially during the separate peace nego-
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tiations with Austria, and copies of
official papers of the late Count Stephen
Tisza, Prime 3Iinister of I-Iungary cluring the war.
Society Publications
Government documents are a sim qua
Ilorb of any great rvar collection. The
Hoover Library, however, has not coilfined itself to the activities of governments. It has endeavored to g~tlthertogether materials which will give in some
inanner a cross section of thc lives of
the peoples during this troubled period.
For this purpose the library has collected
the pul~licationsof societies, that is, miscellaileous, non-$oven-i~mental organizatioiis or groups of people banded together to inaiiltain and proclaim some
point of view. In certain countries wartime restrictions on the right of free
organization, free speech and free press
forced many societies to disband or to
function clandestinely.
T h e Hoover
Library has secured the records of many
of the societies ~mderban during the war
as well as the publications of societies
which were in good repute with their
governments.
War Propaganda
It is an undisputed fact that the
amount of propaganda issued by governinents cluring thc late war achieved unprececleilted proportions. The Hoover
Library has an nilusually large and valuable collection of these materials especially for Great Britain, France, Germany and the United States. The library's collection includes a large portion
of the British Libsary of the Ministry of
Infoi~mation,which was the British government's collection of war-time p r o p gancla issued by a11 countries, enemy, allied and neutrnl. The Hoover Library
also possesses an extensive collection of
the British government's own propaganda issued by IVellington Ilouse, a
department of the Foreign Office. In
this group should also be mentioned the
library's unique and interesting collection known as Delegation Propaganda.
This collection consists of approsimately
two thousand items of propaganda issued
by some fifty-four delegations seeking
audience at the Paris Peace Conference
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in 1919. The catalog of this collection
is in press and will be issncd shortly as
Bibliogm~lzical Series Nwnber O I of~

the H o o v e r Wnr Librnry.
Newspapers and Periodicals
One part of the prograln of the
I-Ioover Library calls for a newspaper
collection cotlsistillg of a war-time newspaper file for every country of the world.
For thc more importanl countries files
of newspapers representing the point of
view of every considerable political
group are being secured for the period
1914 to date. The library also possesses
unusually complete collections of the
governn~ental press reviews of Great
Britain, France, Germany, Serbia and
the United Statcs.
In the matter o i periodicals the library
follows much the same plan that it pursues in the acquisition of newspapers.
I t collects war-time periodicals intensively in the fields of the social sciences
for all countries. For the post-war period
collecting is selective but exl~austive
within the chosen fields. With a few
exceptions, Europcan countries o d y are
represented in this period.
Records of International Organizatiolls
The developn~entof international organizations is given extensive represeatation in the Hoover Library. The library is malring every effort to secure
coinplete files of the publications of the
League of Nations, the World Court and
the International Labour Office. The
publications of other international COIIIIcils, conferences, etc. of the war and
post-war'periods are for the lllost part
still confidential and a great part of the
library's collection of these materials is
not yet open for use. I t is sufficient to
say that no efforts are spared to round
out this important section of the library.
Books and Pamphlets
The policy of the Hoover Library i n
securing nlisccllaneous books and pamphlets dealing with the war and reconstruction aclmits of no restrictions as to
country or language. The book is evaluated from the standpoint of its usefulness in research only. The extent of the
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books and painphlets collection is shown presence at Stanford University of valuby the following figures (approximate) : able Russian materials of the prc-war
Works in French language . . . . .10,000 period including a collectiotl of state
Works in Ei~glishlanguage . . . . . 9,000 papers dating back to 1649.
Works in German la~lg~lage
. . . . . 7,000
Special Collection
Works in Russian language . . . . .12,000
Works in Hungarian language . . .1,500
In addition to the main divisions into
Works in Italian language . . . . . . 1,500 w1iicl-i the library has been classified cerWorks in other languages . . . . . . 4,000 tain special collections have been acquired and inaintained as entities. Anlong
Posters and Maps
these are the David Starr Jordan ColThe library has made no special effort lection, rich in unpublished materials,
to collect posters b~ltit has acquired sev- the library of the late Alfred Fried,
eral important and extensive sets. Among eminent Austrian jurist and pacifist, the
these may be ~nentionedthe collection of Alonzo Taylor Collection of war-time
posters of the Schleswig plebescite, t h t econonlic publications including Food
of the Uela Kun regime in Hungary, a Admillistration and War Trade Boat d
collection oi several thousand Bolshevik materials, a col~ectionof German materRussian posters, an extensive F~-ench ials, about five thousand items in all, concollection and a German collection in- taining placards, proclamatioas and poscluding many war loan posters.
ters of the Great War and the Gerinan
The same situation prevails with re- Revolution, and a German collection of
gard to maps. No systematic effort has about nine thousand items purchased
been made as yet to secure a cotnprehen- from Ingenieus Fr. Miinkemoller. This
sive collection of maps coinmemurate latter collection is especially rich in front
with the other sections of the library. line materials-l~ropaganda, orders, procThere are, however, numerous impor- lamations, etc. The most important of
tant sets of maps in the library includ- these special collections, however, and in
s
which the whole
ing a small collection of general staff fact the n u c l e ~ ~around
maps. It is the intention of the direc- library was created is the archive of the
tors to round out the whole map collec- Conmission for Relief in Belgium,
tion under the guidance of a geographer truly an archive, of "that piratical state,"
as Sir Edward Grey described it, "oror other map expert.
ganized for philanthropy ."
Russian Collection
The Hoover War Library has been in
The Russian collection in the Hoover existence now over seven years. It, is
War Library is worthy of special men- the product of the labor and thought of
tion. Due largely to the efforts of Dr. Mr. Hoover and the group of scholars
Frank Golder the Hoover Library has associated with him in building up the
probably the best archive beyond the library. It is not a completed entity.
Russian borders for the study of Bolshr- Many of its sections are fairly well
vism. The collection, however, covers rounded, others show much to be done.
all phases of Russian history since 1;Vhile the plan of acquisition remains
1914, Russian foreign policy at the out- substantially the same as it was in 1919
break of the war, the collapse of the the vision has broadened as the work has
Czarist regime, the Kerenslcy govern- progressed and no one can confidently
ment and the bolsllevist revolution. The foretell what the ultilnate limits of the
value of this collection is enhanced by the library will be.
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Libraries of Government
Forestry, fishcries and mines are each represented i n this Federal
and state group.

The California State Fisheries Laboratory Library
Ruth Rogers Miller, Librarian
RIGINALLY designed for the use
of its staff members alone, the li0
brary of the California State Fisheries
Laboratory at Terminal Island, San
Pedro, Cal., is beginning to be useful to
men engaged in fishery research and
other marine biological investigations all
along the Pacific coast. These form, of
course, a rather small group, but, with
the organization of the International
Fisheries Commissions for studying halibut and salmon, it is likely t o be an expanding one. Workers employed by these
commissions, and by the United States
Bureau of Fisheries, as well as university students and the state's own staff,
are coming to make their headquarters
at the laboratory, while they consult the
literature of their special problems.
The State Fisheries Laboratory itself
was built in 1919, largely through the
efforts of Mr. N. B.. Scofield, head of
the Commercial Fisheries pepartment q f
the Fish and Game Commission of California, as part of the conservation program of that department. T h e scope of
its work is defined by law. I t is entrusted with the duty of investigating
the abundance of comn~ercialfishes with
a view to detecting depletion, in order
that a scientific basis may be provided
for rational protective legislation.
Even before the permanent build&
was erected an attempt was made to collect a working library. A librarian with
university training in aoology has since
devoted part or all of her time to enlarging its resources and making them
available.
Besides the necessary reference books
and general zoological texts, the library
contains chiefly sets of scientific serial
publications, and reprints of articles
from these. Reports of the various
State Conservation Commissions are
a

kept, and the library receives a numbcr
of fishery trade periodicals. The equivalcnt of about two thousand volunles is
now on the shelves. Additions are by
purchase and by exchange with othcr
scientific institutions.
Obviously a library of this kind will
never care to acquire costly complew
sets of many scientific periodicals, which,
while they are of general scope, yet contain occasional reports of interest to its
"public." Very frequently reprints of
separate papers can be secured, and
where this is impossible loans from the
large university libraries can usually be
arranged, when particular voluines are
needed. However, the literature of fishes
and fishery investigations in serials devoted almost exclttsively to marine biology, is itself n ~ u c hmore extensive than
is generally known, several hundred pcriodical publications allowing of such
special classification. The library tries to
get all of these that come to its notice,
and has, probably, thc most up-to-da1.e
and complete collection of them that is
housed all together, on the west coast.
The real probleins of a library of this
kind are: 1. T o find out what publications exist, that will be useful to its
clientele, and to secure'the~n. This is by
no means an easy task in the case c f
highly specialized material. 2. To obtain
OP make rcference tools that will enable
the librarian to find literature 011 topics
which are f a r too limited in scope 10
appear in the general indexes. I t is not
enough that he should be able to find
something which bears specifically on a
contested point. The librarian who attempts to give real service to a scientific
investigator must know the resources in
his field and the ramifications of his problem so well that he can give the searcher
reasonable assurance that he has found
d l the important works bearing specifically on this subject.
Both these problems usually confront
the researcher himself. Frequently, with
great cost in time, he must hunt out all
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his own references, and perhaps even
buy them himself; sometimes he has lo
suffer the humiliation of having overloolied previous works refuting or paralleling his own, until after his researches have appeared in print; and not
infrequently he spends months needlessly repeating work that has already been
well done. The librarian of the California State Fisheries Laboratory makes it
her bt~sinessto meet these difficulties for
the fisheries research men, so that they
themselves may be free to do constructive work. The theory is. that a technical assistant with library experience, can,
with a little help from the investigator
himself, provide bibliographic aids,
which an independent researcher cannot
obtain for himself.
While there are several tolerable rcference guides which furnish means of
reaching zoological papers, these are
notoriously inadequate for any specialist.
This is particularly t m e in the case of
fishery research, for, although anatomical and systematic literature on fishes is
relatively easy, to obtain, the questions
of life history ancl especially of al~undance have until very recent years been
neglected, bibliograpl~icallyspeaking. By
its own efforts, the California State
Fisheries Laboratory tries to supplement
the reference resources which are now
available in the form of cards and printed catalogs, and to put all these a t the
disposal of investigators, in such a way
that they can locate papers not only by
certain authors ancl on particular species,
but also on specific subjects.

United States Forest Service

Library
Alma I. Oviatt, Librarian

T

HE California District of the United
States Forest Service maintains a
library in its office in the Ferry Building,
San Francisco, containing a comprehensive collection of books on forestry, some
of which are old and rare. A fairly cornplete set of government documents, California and other state publications, and
general books, cover not only forestry,
but also botany, nature study, breeding
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of live stock, mining, engineering, and
many other subjects along the lines of the
work of the various departments of the
Forest Service. About one hundred paid
magazine subscriptions are handled, including those f o r the forest branches, and
between thirty and forty periodicals are
received free. The principal magazine
articles on forestry and kindred subjects
are cataloged, in addition to the books.
The district library was organized in
December, 1908, as a branch of the Forest Service Library in Washington, D.C.
Later a branch was also established in
the office of the Forest Supervisor of
each of the National Forests of the District. I n 1925 complete supervision over
the district library, as well as the eighteen forest branches, was transferred to
the San Francisco office.
The library is now used mainly by the
employees of the Forest Service in the
California District, many books being
loaned to field men on the national forests. The public is permitted to use the
boolcs for reference purposes. This use
by the public is desired and encouraged,
and it is the wish and purpose of the
borest Service to malie it the most complete library on forestry subjects in the
state.

California State Mining
Bureau
E. Cooney, Librarian

IN

addition to the numerous standard
works, authoritative information on
many phases of the mining and mineral
industry is constantly being issued in the
form of reports and bulletins by various
government agencies.
The library of the State Mining BLIreau contains sonx five thousand selected
volumes on mines, mining and allied
subjects, and it is also a repository for
reports and bulletins of the technical departments of Federal ancl state governments and of educational institutions,
both domestic and foreign. Files of all
the leading technical journals are also
foupd in the library and county and
state maps, topographical sheets, geological folios and current copies of local
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newspapers published in the mining cen- which have to do with the petroleum
ters of the state are available for geology and the industry of these states.
A phase of the research conducted by
reference.
It is not the scarcity of publications, this office relative to the investigation of
but rather the lack of knowledge of just the problems of the petroleun~industry,
what has been published and where the is the review of all of the most important
reports may be coilsulted or obtained, periodicals in English and foreign lanthat embarrasses the ordinary person guages which deal with the various
seeking specific information. To assist phases of this industry. These jourin making the public acquainted with the nals, practically two hundred monthly
above source of current technical in- and weekly magazines, contain the major
for~niition,the Monthly B~tZlet~:rz
contains portion of the tnaterial reviewed. About
under this heading a list of all books and seventy of these are received by the Buofficial reports and bulletins received reau of Mines.Library, and the remainder
during the month, with names of pub- are revicwed at the University of California Library, the Mecl~anics'Mercanlishers or issuing departments.
tile Library and at several special libraries.
United States Bureau of
Abstracts of the articles reviewed are
published in a imonthly bibliography
Mines Library
which is distributed without cost. An
Helen Britton, Cibliographer
annual 1)ibliography of articles on petroHE San Francisco Office of the Pe- leuill and allied substances, which is a
troleum Division of the Bureau of conlpilation of articles which have apMines, maintains a library of technical peared in the monthy bibliographies, 1s
reference books dealing with natural gas, published in pel-manent form by the
and the production and refining of pe- Government Printing Office at Washingtroleum, current magazines and a file of ton. These annual publications cover
bulletins published by the various states the period from 1915 to the present time.

T

Libraries of Commerce and Industry
Chambers of Commerce, clubs, associations of msurarlce and of
gas production, each lilaintain libraries worthy o i comt~ient.

The Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce Research Library
Guy E. Marion, Manager, Research
Departinent
you leave the elevator of the new
A S ~ h a i n b e rof Commerce B ~ ~ i i d i non
g
the eighth floor and enter the main lobby
of the central wing you step into the library. Books neatly labelled and shelved m e t the eye. Spacious reading taIdes invite the business man awaiting his
appointment, hfagazines on allnost any

coilceivable subject from American cities
or fsom foreign lands are to be found in
their appointed places in special cases
built to hold them. Each compartment
holds the current and several back numbers of the difiereut publications. This
is the central library of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Coininerce. I-Iowever, it
alone does not give a proper idea of the
book resources of the Chamber, for in
each o i the fifteen active departinents
will be found specialized books of particular value to the worlxrs of that department. The card catalog located in
the central lobby unites at one point the
total resources of the institution and
gives the necessary direction where the
"wanted" book or docuinoilt may he
found.
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countries. These boolcs enable comnparative studies of the same practices in clifferent inunicipalities to be carried on
with ease.
At different times collectio~~s
of law
boolts have come to the Chaillber until
we have a n interesting set of titles in
that class.
Rut the outstanding collection, really
of note, came to the library in 1922 as
the Taylor Collection, the gift of Frederic W. Taylor, the director of the Departments of Agriculture and Horticulture at the St. Louis World's Fair In
1904. Dr. Taylor had assenibled a unique
collectioil of several hundred voIumes
coinprising the docmnet~tsof nearly d l
the different state departments devoted
to these subjects and covering quite a
spread of years. Few libraries have such
Interesting Collections
a representative collection and this priA few separate groups of boolcs are vate library was given to the Cl~amberof
worth passing mention. The collection Commerce. With the assistance of Dr.
of exposition boolts is quite unusual gatll- Taylor, steps are now being talcen 10
el-ed by Mr. Wiggins through his long bring this collection up to date.
career as a leading exhibitor in all the
Of directories there are many-headed
great IVorld's Fairs and Intel-national by a n unbrolccn collection of our o v n
Expositions. W e find the Chicago, St. city directories issued annually-and
Louis, Jarnestown, Portland, S a n Fran- supplemented by those of many other
cisco and San Diego Expositions all cities. Then there arc the publications of
represented.
many trade associations, often of a diSince the Chan~berof Commerce is a rectory nature, in other instances, transco-operative office of the United States actions, minutes, and proceedings.
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce we have a most excellent collecOrganization
tion of that bureau's literature, with its
The library, while accumulating in our
many series of bulletins and statistical
docunlrnts all complcte in sets. Innutn- several departments as well as in the
erable panlphlets and odd items from secretary's office for many years, did not
foreign lands abound in this section of begin to take shape as an organized library until the approach of the complethe library.
Through the years when the beet sug- tion of our new l~uilding,w11m it became
a r industry was upbuilding in southern obvious that our boolcs would require
California the Federal government main- attention. When the Research Departtained here an office of sugar investiga- ment was organized in 1923 the books
tions. I n 1923 this office was abandoned received increased attention from the
and by courtesy of the departing mana- manager of the new department and
ger the Chanlbcr acquired a valuable set gradually eves since modern library
of agricultural material dealing with science has been applied to develop our
sugar growing and experiments consist- library. Today about one-lzalf the coling chiefly of pamphlets and government lection has been cataloged, using for the
bulletins.
most part Library of Congress cards.
From long years of exchanges we have Several hundred pamphlets have also
an interesting set of l~oolts,annuals, and been cataloged and arranged by the decpamphlets of other chambers and boards imal classification. I n like ~ n a n n e rthe
of tracle in the cities of this and other "special data" of the Research Depart-

History
The story of the Chamber of Cornrnerce Library closely parallels the life
of both Chamber and community. If we
look over the shelves we find the
writings of some of our early officials,
we find the gift of many volumes to our
late beloved secretary-Franlc
Wiggins
-we see the history of the development
of Los Angeles-the
city-reflected
by
governnlcnt rlocuinents, official hearings,
reports, etc. of public bodies, Federal,
state and civic-we see the developillent
of the free harbor and later of our variOLE industries--we tsace the connections
of our trade with forcign lands-thc library brings the pas1 to us today in the
printed word.
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ment in the form of manuscripts, clip- umes, holds membership in the local
pings and statistical sheets has been association because it has, in readily
classified and cataloged. Sinlilarly the available form, a large amount of comFarmer's Bulletins in the Agricultural mercial and industrial data not to be
Department have been classified and list- found elsewhere. Its scrvice, while pried-more cataloging will continue, blue nlarily for the seven thousand members
prints and maps will receive similar of the Chamber of Commerce, is used
extensively by the city in general and a
treatment.
large number of tourists as well. At
Value of the Library
present it is staffed by four Y D L I T I ~
Economic research cannot be well con- women, who handle an average of
ducted without a supporting special li- seventy-eight hundred letters, phone calls
brary. Business men cannot afford to and personal inquiries a month.
I n addition to the usual features of a
proceed without taking account of the
results of economic research. The "rule Chamber of Conlinerce Information
of tllumb" day has passed. Accurate Bureau, such as directories of all large
data and intelligent interpretation are cities, maps, and the best current referprime necessities to every project of im- ence books and trade directories, this
portance. So the special library has department also functions as a clearing
found a distinct "place in the sun" in house for all manner of statistics about
this and other cities, makes market rethe business ~vorld.
ports
and trade surveys, and works up
Never a day passes in the Los Angeles
special
tabulations of various kinds on
Chamber of Comnerce without, not one,
but many references to the Research Li- request.
When an eastern manufacturer wishes
brary. A coininittee may be studying a
to
enter this field, he requires the facts
new form of government suggested as
He
desirable for our coinnlunity and the li- as to the potential sales possibilities.
requests
his
local
representative,
his
adbrary must be searched for collaterd
and pertinent material. T h e Publicity vertising agent, 01- ourselves, direct, to
Department may be preparing some coni- get hiin the figures; for ~nstance,on how
nlunity promotion display. The Foreign many steel drums are sold on the Pacific
Trade Department may require a study coast annually. Through one of several
of the movement of some corninodity in methods at our disposal, we get the inan out-of-the-way trade channel. The forination for him, and incidentally build
Industrial Department's staff may re- up our own data file in so doing. Over a
quire facts and statistics about a new p e r i h of years the same material may 5 e
product reasonably expected to be more used in several different coimections and
economically produced in this commun- a great deal of real business results
theref rorn.
ity. A member may call for historical
The merchanclising departments of the
data about his city. In every case the
newspapers
and advertising agencies also
Chamber can better serve because it has
work
in
close
connection with this deat its com~nancl a special collection of
well selected literature appropriate to its partment using the facilities which on!y
a disinterested agency has in securing
needs.
sales figures.
The funds of the department are necSan Francisco Chamber of essarily limited, so that it is not always
possible to have on file all the reference
Commerce Information
books and directories that our variety of
and Statistical
incluires demand, in which case the other
special libraries come to our assistance.
Bureau
For example, if a bank librarian wishes
L. C. Willems, Director
a figure on the value of the auton~obile
epartment, while not a special business in San Francisco last year, or a
in the usual sense implying public utility librarian wants a check on
T H library
IS
the possession of several hundred vol- comparative tax rates, they call on us.
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The Chamber of Commerce may not
be a "special library" in the strictest
sense, but it is performing a ftlnction
which is not duplicating that of any
other, and is malting business library
service available to those who have no
other source to use. In this way, it is
doing its small part to sell the busincss
library idea to firms who will some day
find it necessary to establish a library of
their own, and so widen the field for all
of us.

Fire Underwriters Association of the Pacific Library
Mrs. J. P. Moore, Librarian

THIS

is one of the oldest special libraries in San Francisco. Established in 1878, more as a reading room
than a library, it provided current insurance periodicals to the members of the
association. These magazines, whcn
bound, constituted the largest part of the
files.
Although practically destroyed in the
earthquake and fire of 1906, the librarian
started a new collection immediately.
Valuable contributions were received at
the time, not only from the United
States, but lrom England, Canada, and
Australia. Many of these sets are almost
priceless today. The library has now
about five thousand bound volumes (including periodicals) and a large collection of pamphlets, dealing with ins11;ance and allied subjects. The association
also subscribes to all of the best insurance periodicals and to the house organs
o i insurance companies.
Pamphlets written here provide an interesting phase of the work. O u r exchanges go to England, Canada, Australia, South Africa, etc. A request for one
pamphlet came from Stocltholm.
As a part of the library work, the Educational Committee is giving a series of
lectures to young insurance men.
The association endeavors to have a
co~npletelibrary on insurance, and has
developed a valuable collection, much h~
demand on the coast.
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Pacific Coast Gas Association Library, San Francisco, California
C. Johnstone, Secretary

THE

library of the Pacific Coast Gas
Association is devoted to the use of
association members. I t consists of some
two thousand volumes, together with a
like nuinher of pamphlets, and is conducted in close co-operation with the
James Wise Library of the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company. Special effort is
made to keep on file gas trade journals,
proceedings of other gas associations,
and the latest publications of such research bodies as the United States Bureau of Mines, United States Bureau of
Standards, California Research Council,
and the American Gas Association.
Perhaps the most widely used department of the library is its statistical service. The great growth of the gas industry has attracted the attention of husiness men, and there is a constant demand
upon the library for statistical information from advertising agencies and investment bankers, as well as from members of the association.
A special use has been made of the
library during the last six months in
securing material in connection with the
cosrespondknce course in Gas Enginecring being conducted by Columbia University of New York City.

The Commonwealth Club of
California
Stuart R. Ward, Assistant Executive
Secretary
E T both sides be heard-then let
the people decide." Upon this
first rule of democracy the Commonwealth Club of California was founded
February 3, 1903. Three of the five
men who met on that day have lived to
see more than four thousand members
join them largely because this policy has
been doggedly adhered to. Any forward-looking movement that in any way
concerns the political, social, economic
or artistic progress of the Commonwealth of California is assured of a

"L
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hearing before the membership of the
Corninonwealth Club-but a t that hearing both friends and foes of the proposal
must be given equal time and be ably
represented.
The heart of its activities is the work
of its 28 "Sections," which are in reality
little "clubs witllin the c l ~ ~ b ,and
" which
cover the most diversified fields of public interest. To name a few : Administration of Justice; Agriculture; City
Planning; Election Laws ; Forestry anil
Wild Life; Insurance; Art, Letters and
Music; ScienLific Research; Motion Pictures; Immigration, etc. T h e chairmen
of each of these sections arc men who
stand high in professional or business
ranks, and are ablc to gather around
them from fifty to two huildred other
ineii~berswho are particularly interester1
in the section's studies.
The sections meet at the club rooms
from one to four times each month for
t11c purpose of listening to addresses by
some expert, to consider reports by their
own sub-committees, or for generxl
rottnd table discussion of problems being
studicd. Such a series of meetings based
upon some state clucstion, as the budget,
taxation, fire insurance rates, Indian
conditions, etc., map extend over a period
of from six months to four years. When
the section has arrived at a conclusion,
the club's Board of Governors assigns to
them a monthly dinner meeting of the
general club men~bership,at which they
may present their recommendations.
At these dinner meetings a court stenographer is always in attendance and his
transcript, after minor editing, is printed
as "Part 11" of the club's weekly bulletin, T h e Co~~z~rto1azuea1tIz.
These reports
vary from sixteen to one hundred and
twenty-four pages each and are mailed
to the club's four thousand members as
part of their membership privileges, and
sent gratis to all public libraries of the
state. A number are also mailed to paid
subscribers in all parts of the United
States and a few go abroad. They malie
their appearance from eight to fourteen
times each year. Representative titles
are : "Child Labor in California,"
"Direct Legislation," "Immigration and
Population," "School Organization,"
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"Traffic Hazards Legislation," "Califor"Earthquake Studies,"
nia's Higl~ways,~'
"The Mexican Question," "The Colorado
River Problem."
Tlms the Club aims to carry out its
object of presenting accurate, authoritative and fair stateinenis on public issues.
Statements as to its attitude as a club on
disputed matters are rarely broadcasted.
On those rare occasions when it is felt
that public interest should be served by a
well founded statenlent as to what is
the men~bership'sposition with regard to
some pi-obletn, a postal card vote of the
club is authorized by the Board of Govesnors. For cxample, a recent vote on
the IVorld Court Issue resulted in a recording of fourteen hundred and
seventy-three menlbers in favor of
United States adherence with two ~ L I I I dred and twenty-three opposed.
To have access to reference material
needed in connection with these studies,
the club inaintains its own library of
some nine thousand books, and files of
pamphlet material. About one hundred
and seventy-five periodicals are also received regularly.
Perhaps no club activity is so widely
known as its wcckly Friday Noon Luncheons. It is at these luncheons that the
members have an opportunity to hear
the most prominent men who are visiting
Sail Francisco at the time, as well as able
speakers from the Bay Region, prominent among wl~oinare members of the
faculties of Stanford and the State University at Berkeley. The list of these
speakers includes such names a s Calvin
Coolidge, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow
Wilson, William Howard Taft, I-Ierbert
Hoover, and a goodly representation of
other men of national or international
reputation. The subjects on ~vhichthe
speakers address these meetings cover
the whole world of human interests, a
few titles from the past year being:
"World Conditions of Labor Unrest,"
"What is Wrong with Congress?"
"What Communism and Bolshevisn~
Have Done to Russia," "Comrnuni~y
Management of Community Problems,"
"The United States and the Geneva
Protocol," "Raising the Standards of
American College Graduatcs."
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Public Utility Libraries
Gas, electrlc~ty,telephone and telegraphy libraries shotv thc need
of information for these important fields. A well known railroad
system library is also included in this group.

The Pacific Gas and Electric
Company Library,
San Francisco
Agnes Raber Green, Librarian

T

HE Pacific Gas and Electric Cola-

pany Library is a memorial to the
late James Hugh Wise, an engineer
whose personal collection of boolcs forms
the tlucleus upon which we have built. At
present there are in the library about
twenty-one hundred volumes, many government bulletins together with pamphlets, relative not only to the public utility
industry, but to allied subjects as well.
There are received regularly one hundred
and twenty-five inagazines and eleven
daily newspapers All of the principal
newspapers in the thirty-eight counties
which the conlpany serves, are clipped in
the division offices and the clippings are
forwarded to the general office where
the important ones are filed.
An executive order states that a copy
of all reports of a general character,
imde by each department as well as
copies of reports valuable for general
use, received from other organizations,
shall be forwarded to the vice-presiclenl
and executive engineer under whose jurisdiction the library functions. The result is that the ineinbers of the staff are
kept informed regarding company development and frequently a duplication of
research worlc is thus avoided.
The staff, besides doing some research
work, endeavors, through a systematic
routing system to keep einployees of the
company in touch with current articles
relative to their respective interests and
work. Books are circulated, but a s is
usual in the special library, magazines
and pamphlets form the bulk of source
material.
Serving as we do the entire organization, electric, gas and water in all of its
departments of accounting, con~mercial,
engineering, etc., requests of a wide and

varying nature come to us a d an effort
is made to have the library a reliable
source of information and a cl~amlel
through svhich reference nlaterial may
be obtaiilcd from outside organizatioils,
and when time limits extensive research
worlc, leads and references are suggested
to employees whereby they inay the more
readily gather their own data.
As a baclcground for learning and understanding inclividuaI problems and interests of the employees of the company,
we keep a file of so-called personal cards
on w l ~ i c lunder
~
the person's mine is
listed magazines which he does or does
not wish routed to him, as the case may
be, and under the caption "Special Interest" is noted all subjects on which he
may wish information for use in his
especial line of wol-lc.

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company Library
C. 13. Judson, Librarian
HE library of the Pacific Telephone

T

and Telegraph Company in Sail
Francisco is, at the present time, in the
first stages of organization. Its official
existence began on January 1, 1926, and,
while tnuch has been acconlplisl~edin the
n-ay of planning, it is as yet little more
tllan a reading room.
There are in the headquarters building
several department libraries of limited
size, most of which \ d l be absorbed into
the inain library, and extensive purchases
of new boolcs 1\41 be made to round out
a collection adequate to the needs of the
company. Eooks will be carefully selected to cover the s\-ork of the vai-ious clepartments, incluclitlg the administrative,
accotinting, automotive, engineering,
operating, personnel and publiciry
branches. In the reading room, we have
1 2 0 something
~
over eighty periodicals, a
large proportion of them being publications devoted esclusively to various
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phases of the telephone business. This library. A deposit of fifty volumes, relibrary service is already in full opera- newed from time to time, is received
tion, and magazines are being circulated from the public library; these consist
to all departments where they will be of mainly of good books of non-fiction. The
collection covers many subjects such as
value.
The library will also operate in con- electricity, civil and mechanical engijunction with our educational directovs neering, mathematics, chemistry, personto provide ample material for use in al and business efficiency, ptlblic utilities,
their particular lines of work, filling a valuation, etc.
want that is felt in all corporations emThe books are classified according to
ploying untrained young men and the Dewey Decimal System of classificawomen.
tion and its extension applied to the engineering industries as published by the
University of Illinois. A dictionary cataThe Library of the Southern log,
with author, subject and title entries
California Edison Comarranged in one alphabet is used. The
magazine index covers a period of thirpany
teen years but certain magazines have
Rose Marie Purcell, Librarian
been indexed since 1889. All magazines
outhern California Edison Com- not covered by the Industrial Arts or the
pany is one of the largest producers Engilzecring Index are indexed by the
of electricity in the United States. It librarian. W c review as far as possible
serves ten counties, comprising an area current periodicals and call to the attenof fifty-five thousand square yiles with tion of those interested items of news or
a population of over two tnillion five articles in the electrical industry that
hundred thousancl. Electricity is gener- may be of value to them. W e make a
ated in the mountains, sent out through special point of indexing all publicity
many miles of translnission lines and about the company and articles written
then redistributed for the use of five by members of the company. This file
hundred and seventy-sevcn thousand is very complete and is consulted for
consumers. About eight llundred of the many purposes. W e also index all artiforty-one hundred perinanent employees cles of importance regarding other elecare in the general offices in Los An- tric power companies on the coast.
The company subscribes to sixty-five
geles. The remainder are located in
substations, stores, Test Department, magazines which are routed through the
shops, etc., which are scattered over the company's inter-office mailing system.
W e subscribe chiefly to the technical
Edison system.
The lihrary to serve the employees is magazines but we receive a few of a
attractively situated in the general office popular nature and some dealing with
building in Los Angeles at the end of a current events. W e also receive for
long hallway, the walls of which are filing many other magazines talcen by
hung with pictures of the company other departments. Many houses organs
plants. Bookcases are built in the walls also wend their way to the library. These
and like the furniture are finished a soFt are circulated in the same manner as the
green-gray to harmonize with the rest of magazines and the most important hound
for future references.
the general office furniture.
Bulletins with brief notices of the reThe library contains a collection of
books nun~bering about twenty-three sources of the library, lists of new boolcs
hundred volumes. This collection is or items of interest in current periodiaugmented by nearly a thousand govern- cals are sent out from time to time.
ment documents, chiefly water supply These bring requests from those who are.
papers published by the Geological Sur- too busy or too remotely situated to
vey and the publications of the Bureau come to the library.
of Standards. State documents also conThe library is primarily a business Iitribute a very valual~leaddition to the brary and has not been developed as part
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of the welfare work. The work, therefore, is almost entirely reference and
statistical in character. A great deal of
bibliographical work is done for the men
specializing in a particular line of research. Many of the men cannot find
time to search for all the material on the
subject which they are particulal-ly interested in and this service is considered
quite worthwhile.
Old magazines, both technical and recreational, ?re collected and sent to thc
construction camps in the mountains.
The welfare director distributes these to
the men employed in building new power
plants or in the operation of those already established which are located
many miles away from the Edison Library, in fact, many miles away from
any library.
,Although the library is maintained
primarily for the use of the employees O E
the Southern California Edison Company, we are always glad to be of service to the general public and to put a t
its disposal the resources that are available.

2a1

up-to-date on the industry of which they
are a part. The reason is, it is felt, that
the corporation's real, live library are the
boolcs which have been, and are continually being, purchased for illdividual employees, and which are in constant use
by those people.

Southern Pacific Company
Library
Julia Evans, Librarian

INCE 1908 the Soutl~ern Pacific
General Office Library has funcS
tioned as a coinbined iechnical and rec-

reational library, thus taking its place as
one o f ' the oldest business libraries in
San Francisco.
The collection of railroad and transportation material is most comprehensive. Not only are complete sets of staLos Angeles Gas and tistics for railways in the United States
on file, but a great many publications of
Electric Library
foreign
countries are also received.
E. P. Ramsey, Advertising Agent
Allied industries and subjects, such
R a number of years past Los An- as steel, lumbering, fuel problems,
geles Gas and Electric Corporation agriculture and distribution are reprehas had a library containing a collectioi~ sented in the books and other publicaof boolcs, pamphlets and magazine files. tions on the shelves. The library reguThe majority of these are on technical larly receives the annual reports of most
subjects dealing chiefly with the gas and of the important railway companies in
the United States, and also those of the
electric industry.
At first there was no librarian, but government railways of Canada, Jap,atl,
later on one was appointed who was to China, South Africa and other comltrles.
devote most of his time to caring for the Probably no other material in the library
library and the needs of its users. How- is called for as oiten as the annual reever, owing to the rather limited de- ports of various railroads; these are
mands for the service, the position of numbered consecutively as received and
librarian was abolished. The library then filed by number, bringing all reports for
reverted to its former state of being the same year together. It has been
somewhat like the "morgue" of a news- found that, in preparing statistical data,
paper-a repository for information, not the person using the reports more oftell
of current, but of possible futurc value calls for those of several railroads for a
or interest.
certain year than for the reports of one
However, the corporation does not road for a period of years; for this reafeel that the limited demands made upon son a consecutive numbering system was
the library are due to a lack of interest devised, the index number being entered
or a lack of desire of employees to keep on the shelf list card so that a series may
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be cluicldy traced. Over one tl~ousandannual reports are now on file, aild the collection is growing rapidly.
The various departments of the organization are engaged upon research
~ v o r kon many clifferent subjects, and the
librarian is called upon to furnish a great
clcal of diversified information. The general reference works are constantly consulted by the members of the B ~ ~ r e aofu
News who handle all publicity for the
company.
T o aid in supplying inforination, in
addition to the catalog of the material i r ~
the library itself, the librarian has cornpiled a union card catalog of all bound
matenal in other departments of the organization. This catalog is kept up to
date by circulating every six months
questionnaires upon which are entered
all additions to the different collections.
Some fifteen hundred volumes of fiction for recreational reading, and abont
forty-five current magazines are circulated to the five llundred employees enrolled as regular library borrowers.
E x t r a copies of magazines are sent to
me11 in the isolated construction camps
of the company, and boolcs are also periodically withdraw1 from the fiction collection ancl sent to the railway clubs at
various division points on the system.

San Diego Consolidated Gas
and Electric Company

Library
Ruth E. Creveling, Librarian

F the library of the San Diego Consolidated Gas and Electric Coinpany
merits no other distinction, it is at any
rate the most southwestcrn public utiliiy
library in the United States.
T h e nucleus of the present collection
was segregated early in 1916 and given
shelf room in a separate office of the
company building, but not until 1924
was it founcl expedient to put the library
o n a full-time basis. In March 1921 two
large rooins on the eighth floor of the
Electric Euilcling were allotted to the library and the present librarian took
charge.
T h e collection at this tiine i~umbers
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approximately thirteen I~uildsed books
and more than a thousand pail~phletsand
reports. Wide use is i m d e both of the
boolcs and technical journals Each periodical is routed to all interested in its
subject; these routing lists vary in number from ten or twelve to fort!; tlanies,
d e p a ~ d i n gon thc scope of the il~agazine.
We rely on the material in our currelit
and bound journals for perhaps 70 per
cent. of the reference work. T h e n ~ o s t
repsesentative perloclicals in each class
are bound annually and this collectioa
forins an invaluable unit of the library.
The library is alert for oppoi-tunitia:s
of rendering special service t o young
enlployees who are taking correspondence cousscs, ancl we are also especially
interested in encouraging the women employees of the company to take advantage of the library's resources. This
latter has been a slow process but the
girls have discovered that between the
covers of a n apparently "horrid old d r y
technical magazine" may be founcl items
of real help to them in their wol-li. For
such magazines as Pllblic Scrvicc X a n ngemcnt, N.E.L.A. B~dletiit, Systmz.,
Electrical World, etc., there is quite a
circulation list among the girls.
Eulletins issued from tiine to time &l
posted on the twenty-odd bulletill boards
cover various subjects, sometimes a short
review of new books, son~etinlesa bibliography of our articles on a topic of
current interest. When a specific problem of general concern presents itself,
such as the ever-recurring California
Water and Power Act, or the new Income T a x details, bulletins call attention
to the library's material on the suhicct.
Our deillai~dsin the way of ref ereilce
worlr pretty closely parallel those of anv
public utility library, covering a cli~~ersified range of subjects. Occasioizall!. m e
are called upon by outside e n g i i ~ e c ~ s ,
teachers and others f o r references, which
we are amays glad to supply.
In addition to the regular circulati~lg
divjsion of the library, comprisii~gstandard handboolts and the latest \ ~ o r l i son
the more in~portantphases of electricitjr,
gas, chenlistry, public utility administration, inunicipal ownership, accounting,
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Libraries on Science and Technology
An interesting group is portrayed, including libraries of fine arts,
museum I~braries, scientific libraries and the library of the Mount
Wilson Observatory.

character of the book. F o r example "F"
furniture ; "D" decoration ; "G" gardens;
"En exteriors: "1'; interiors. A book
marked AS3DE clearly statcs that it is
an architectural boo1.c on Spanish modern
Lillian T. Burkman, Librarian
domestic exteriors. The arrangement of
the
architectural books in the stacks is
HE Library of Architecture and Alstrictly and simply geographic. An effort
lied Arts was opened to the public
January, 1925 as a Fine Arts Reference has been made to keep those countries
which are similar in c u s t o m and climate,
Library.
such
as the Mediterranean count.ries adWhen the classification work was
started there were eight hundred books jacent to each other.
When the library first opened its
wllich were temporarily arranged to suit
doors,
there wcre registered thir~y-five
the reqriirenlcnts of those interestcd. A
system of classification was gradually visitors, and a t the closc of i11e year, the
built around the way that boolcs were guest book indicated that in this sniall
sought, and when the library had through institution, there had becn served over
direct purchase and gifts, acquired two thotlsaad architects, artists and stufifteen llundred boolcs, the new method dents. This encourages the organizers in
of cataloging was finally perfected and the belief upon which this library was
adopted. The method of arranging the founded, that new interest in art and
architecture in soutl~ern California is
books was not the acceptance of any rapidly increasing.
former system of classification, but,
"just grew." For exxn~ple,a person interested in Spanish modern domestic ex- California Academy of Sciteriors, usually asltecl for a bool: in that
ences Library
particular nay, and it was while answering the requests of some thousand visiDr. Joseph 13. Gsinnell, Librarian
tors, that this special classification natuWAY froin the whirl and noise of
rally came about. A brief description of
down-town Sail Francisco, in the
the system, in view of the above comheart o i Golden Gate Park, is located the
ments may be of interest to many.
The classification is divided in terms Museum of the California Academy of
of geography, period, type and clzarac- Sciences in which the library is I~ousecl.
During the fire of 1906 the library,
ter. All architectul.al boolcs come under
the general class "A," technical boolcs then located in its old home on Marlcet
completely destroyed.
"T," specialized books "S." Second sym- Street, was
bol shown in tlic classification, namely Tl-~anks,however, to the efi'iorts of the
geography, is a significant letter indicat- Academy and t o tllc generosity of many
ing the country to which the book is de- learned societies as well as individuals, a
voted. The third syn~bolis a number, library was again formed and is rapidly
either 1, 2 or 3, which shows that increasing.
Among the many scientific institutions
the bool; is one of three periods, ancient, mediaeval or modern. The fourth with which the library exchanges publisymbol is a letter, significant of the type cations are the National Academy of
of building described or shown, for ex- Sciences ; the Academy of Natural
ample "P" public buildings; "R" relig- Sciences, Philadelphia ;the United States
ious. The last symbol is a significant National h/Iuseum; the Smitl~soaianInletter descriptive of the architectural stitution, Washington ; the Carnegie

Library of Architecture and
Allied Arts, Los Angeles,
California
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Museum in Pittsburgh and many other atory of Physics and contains all books
laown scientific institutions. and periodicals required for the advanced
and is
The library is in exchange relations also study of physics and n~atl~en~atics
with various institutions abroad from used especially by the graduate students
which it receives such p~tblicationsas the and faculty of the department.
The Chemistry Library is on the
Proceedings of the Zoological Society of
London; T m n s a c t i o t ~ s of the Linnean second floor of the Gates Chemical LabSociety of London; Denksclzriften der oratory and will be nloved to the first
Akadeiilze der Wisser~schaftelzin Wien; floor of the new unit of this building
Concptes--relldzle deP A c a d e w i e des Sci- upon its con~pletionprobably next fall.
ences, Paris, and many other important This library contains the boolcs on chemistry and chemical engineering and also
publications.
The library possesses at present about bound volumes and current periodicals
twenty thousand books and about ten on these subjects.
The Geology Library is being separathousand pamphlets, chiefly on the
brancl~esof science for whic11 the Acad- ted and added to and this will be located
emy nlaintains clepartments, with scien- on the second floor of the west wing of
tists actually engaged in research work. the Norinan Bridge Laboratory of PhyThese departments are as follows : De- sics. For this collection Mr. Ralph
partment of Botany, Department of En- Arnold of South Pasadcna has recently
tomology, Departnle~lt of I-Ierpetology, given his geology library to the Institute.
Each departmental library has a dupliDepartnlent of &,lammalogy, Department
of Oraithology, Department of Palaeon- cate card catalog of its respective books.
tology, and the Department of Taxi- The Dewey decimal classification is used.
A gift of about six hundred voluines
denny. All boolts dealing specifically
with any of the above nlentioned has been received recently by the library
branches are kept in the relative depart- from the estate of the late Dr. Charles
ments, thus enabling the curators to Frederick Holder. Tliis gift comprises
refer to thcm instantly while a t work in books on thc natural sciences, many
written by Dr. Holder himself, and sevtheir respective departments.
eral fine sets of standard literature.
California Institute of Tech- The library is used by a student body
five hundred students and a faculty of
nology Library, Pasadena, of
over one hundred. The public is melCalifornia
come to use the library for reference
pul-poses but boolts and periodicals are
Frances H. Spining, Libl-arian
loaned only to the students and faculty of
I-IE California Institute of Technol- the Institute with a few exceptions and
ogy Library comprises the General occasional loans to other libraries
Library and three departmental libraries through the inter-library loan system.
-for Physics, Chemistry and Geology.
Tlie General Library, located in the ccnLos Angeles Museum
tral w i t of the Norman Bridge LaboraLibrary
tory of Physics, contains the boolcs, periLenore Greaic, Librarian
odicals and society papers on engineering,
literature, lmtory, economics, general
HE library of the Los Angeles hfnscience and genel-a1 subjects. This liseuin is not yet two years old, as a
l~rary accot~~n~oclates
one hundred or separate entity, l~eing operated until
more students at ten long tables. The July, 1921, as a brancl~of the Los Angeneral card calalog of boolcs in all of geles County Free Libsary.
the libraries is localed in the Gencral
W e still have, as an indefinite loan,
IArary as are also the reference boolcs, nearly four thousand boolcs belonging to
such as hancll~oolcs,ei~cyclopeclias, dic- the County Library, among which are
tionanes, etc.
some interesting Californiana, early voyThe Physics Library is situated in the ages and finely illustrated art l~ool~s,
as
east wing of the Norniatl Bridge Labor- well as scientific works.
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Another valuable and interesting feaa
ture of the library is the collection of the
Historical Society of Southern California, comprising about two thousand
bound volumes and several hundred bundles of periodicals, pamphlets, bulletins
and reports. There are also many bound
volumes of local newspapers, a few as
far back as the "fifties" and "sixties"
and a fairly complete set from the "seventies'' onward.
The pamphlet collection of special interest is that of Homer Hamlin, former
city engineer of Los Angeles. This fills
over one hundred cases and contains
much interesting material on local geology and paleontology, as well as engineering data of all kinds.
The total number of bound volumes
now in the library approximates ten
thousand, many very interesting and
fundamental items having been added
during the last twelve months, of which
the following brief list gives some idea :
Scientific results of the voyage of the
"Challenger" ; Biologia Centrali Americana ; Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London ; Bloch's Ichthiologie ;
Reeve Sr Sowerby, Conchologia Iconica;
Kiener's Coquilles vivantes; Reprints of
Early Western Travels, ed. by Reuben
Gold Thwaites ; Racinet's Costumes Historiques.
Other sets of valuable publications
along various lines of research, as well
as individual modern worlcs such as :
Britton Sr Rose, Castaceae; Phillip's Natural History of the Ducks; Lockwood's
Colonial Furniture; Weyhe's Ornatnent,
and numerous portfolios illustrative of
ornament and design and the art of various peoples and countries.
Perhaps one of the most interesting of
our recent acquisitions is that of the entire library of the late Alanson Skinner,
who was a member of the staff of the
hlluseum of the Aincrican Indian, Heye
Foundation.
Mr. Sltinner's collection consists entirely of works relating to the etl~nology,
anthropology and history of the Indian
races of North and South America, and
comprises some six hundred bound volumes as well as many pamphlets and
other unbound material.
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Beside the bound volumes, the Museum Library contains several hundred
cases of pamphlets and perhaps one
thousand bundles of magazines, bulletins
and reports, most of which have been
classified and shelf-listed, but are as yet
not cataloged.
Another feature of the library of
great interest is a valuable picture collection, illustrating all subjects, and
growing steadily in size and usefulness.
W e hope in time to build up in connection with the exhibits of the museum,
one of the finest reference libraries to be
found on the Pacific coast, to be at the
disposal of students and research workers and to all who are interested in its
contents.

San Diego Scientific Library
Alice W. Barlow, Librarian

FOUNDED

in 1923, the San Diego
Scientific Library is fortunate in its
location in the California Btdding, a
fire-proof structure whose beautiful
Spanish-Renaissance architecture will be
remembered by all visitors to the Panama California Exposition at Sail Diego.
The books and pamphlets included in
the library are those of the San Diego
Museum Association, the San Diego
Society of Natural History, and the
Grant Library, as well as a section of
the library of the San Diego County
Medical Association, and a valuable loan
collection, augmented by gifts from individuals and scientific organizatiotls.
Included in the geological and palaeontological material, formerly the library of the late General A. W. Vogdes
and now the property of the San Diego
Museum, are government and state publications on structural, ecoi~omic and
other phases of geology, and a complete
set of the American Iozwnal of Science,
(formerly Sillii~zan's Journal), whose
publication began in 1519 and continues
to the present time. There are also
monographs on special subjects, and on
the geology of many localities, among
them Japan, Brazil, and India.
Books and pamphlets on ornithoIogy,
botany, entotllology and zoology, as well
as state and goverr~mentmaterial on agri-
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culture, and publications of the United
States Department of Forestry, are included in the natural history section. In
the field of botany, aside from books and
miscellaneous pan~phlets, this section
contains a set of the Curtis Botarcical
Il/lagazil~e,a loan through the courtesy
of Miss Scripps. This London perioclical whose publication has continued for
over onc hundred and twenty-five years,
is an invaluable aid to the botanist, as it
contains not only the technical dcscription of each plant, but hand-colored
plates of unusual beauty.
Publications of the Pea1)ocIy Museum
on the ancient civilizations of Egypt,
Babylonia, and the Mayas of Central
America; reports and bulletins of the
United States Bureau of American Ethnology ; Anthropological publications in
English, French and German ; and the
works of Ht~bertHowe Bancroft, form
a part of the San Diego P\/luseum section.
The University of California, California Academy of Sciences, Field Museum,
California Institute of Teclmology, and
other scientific institutions, have sent us
many of their publications; and the Museum of the American Indian, Heye
Foundation, is now sending us its publications, so valuable to the anthropologist.
The largest loan collectioll is that of
Dr. Gates, which covers a wide field, including in the linguistic group such varied material as an Icelandic Primer, an
Hawaiian Graminar, and Sources of the
Etruscan and Basque languages. Of interest, both to the arcl~aeologistand the
artist, are such volttines as PaEenque
with tlie Walcleck drawings, Stephens'
T r n ~ d s in Central America, Aurel
Stein's A~lcicntKl~ota~z,
BaessIerJs Plates
of Selcctcd P ~ r i ~ v iDesigns,
aj~
and reprod~ictionsof ancient tnanuscripts. This
collection also includes a number of
books on philosophy, some of the puhlications of the Hakluyt Society, and the
Amales dl1 ~llnseeGz~inzct.
In addition to tlie scientific material,
the Grant Library of gcneral literature
presented to General Grant by the city
of Boston in 1866, now forms a part of
the San Diego Scientific Library. I11 it
are included the classics of that period
in the field of fiction; important histori-
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cal material from Herodotus to Macaulay, including biographies and letters;
poetry, essays, and Audubon's 13ird.s and
Qz~adrupcds.
Aside fro111 purely scientific publications, a number of periodicals are to be
had in the library. Art and Archaeology,
the National Geographic, E2 Palacio,
Bird Lore, the Condor, and others are
available.
Our boolcs do not circulate, but form
a reference library for the benefit not
only of the nleinbers of the societies, but
for the free use of the public as well.

The Mount Wilson Observatory Library
Elizabeth Connor, Librarian

THE

Mount Wilson Observatory Library is now a little over twenty
years old, l~avinghad its beginning in
1904 when the Observatory itself was
founded. By 1910 it had acquired about
a thousand volumes, which were accessionecl but not cataloged-in
fact, the
library had taken care of itself pretty
much as best it might and only that year
was given its first librarian. Since then
its growth has been steady and progressive until in 1926 it numbers nine thousand volumes, representing in a very satisfactory way the field it is aiming to
cover-astronomy, physics in so far as
it is related to astrophysical problems,
n~atliematics, some chemistry, meteorology and geology.
The policy I ~ a sbeen to build up gradually a well-rounded collection by purchasing the more inlportant treatises as
they appear year by year, ancl, as opportunity arises, by acquiring older \vorks
which are valuable from the point of
view of the history of science. When it
can be clone at a reasonable price early
editions of somc of the older works on
astronomy ancl physics are bought, in
some cases for their intrinsic interest, in
others because no later editions have
been published.
About one hundred scientific periodicals ancl pul~licationsof learned societies
are received and bound as soon as the
volumes are complete. When it has
been possible to obtain them, and their
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use in the library has warranted their
purchase, files of the earlier volumes
have been acquired. The library now
contains nlany important and extensive
sets of such publications .for example,
that of the Philosophical Transactiom
of the Royal Society of London, which
is complete from the beginning in 1665.
The publications of other observatories
form a quite extensive and very important part of the library, as do the pamphlets, which number about five thousand. A collection of nearly two thousand lantern slides is used by members
of the staff for the many lectures they
are called upon to give.
This staff forms the "public" of the
Observatory Library, for the Mouiit
Wilson Observatory is one of the
branches of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, whose adnlinistrative offices
are located in Washington, D.C., but
whose research work along different
scientific lines is carried on by its various
departments, located in many different
parts of the United States. The Mount
Wilson Observatory has on Mount Wilson its telescopes of various kinds and
sizes, iilclucling the great Hooker 100inch telescope, for inalcing observations,
mainly of the sun, stars, and nebulae.
The research group or staff, numbering about thirty-five, including the astronomers themselves, the computers,
those who assist in measuring the plates
and making the nlatheniatical cornputations, i~lalce a very different group of
course, f rom the regular library "public," as it has through training and expericnce learned to use the library as one
.of its tools and is pretty well versed in
the literature of its subject. Although
,the Observatory Library is frequently
used for reference by research workers
from Garious institutions of the vicinity,
it can be conducted like a private library,
where a student is little hampered by
rules and regulations, and yet it must be
sufficiently well regulated to make the
books accessible to any member of the
staff who may need them. There is no
limit to the number of books which may
be taken out by a staff member or the
length of time they may be retained, provided they are in use and not inore need.ed by another. As the library is open to
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the staff at all hours the charging system
is the very simplest, consisting of slips
to be filled out by either likrarian or
staff member, then filed alphabetically
and destroyed when the book is returned.
The classification used in the International Scientific Classification of the
Royal Society of London, one rarely
seen in this country, but on the whole
very convenient, especially on account of
the classified catalog of each subject issued yearly until interrupted by the war.
In this system each science is represented by a letter-A
for mathematics,
B for mechanics, C for physics, etc., and
the subdivisions are covered by a group
of four figures froin 0000 to 9999. There
are no decimals, consequently the assignment of a number to a subdivision is arbitrary, and flexibility is laclcing to provide for luture subdivision as a subject
grows or is modified in the rapid development of modern science. In the Observatory Library certain changes have
been made for the sake of convenience;
for example, a general number, 0020
without a prcfix, has been assigned to all
periodicals and publications of learned
societies, which are then arranged alphabetically. This has also been done in the
case of biography and several 1nor.e or
less general subjects.
The library is located in the main
office building, completed in 1912. Myron
Hunt, who planned the Huntington Library and the Pasadena Public Library,
was the architect. On entering the building one faces, across the main corridor,
the large central room of the library,
lined from floor toteiling with books and
lighted fronl the two sides by French
windows. This reading room, which
is provided with a lantern and screen, is
sometinles used for lectures and meetings. It will seat sixty or seventy persons very comfortably. A small circular
stairway in one corner leads down to a
basement stack-room where most of the
bound periodicals are housed. Out of
the main room the librarian's office, its
walls also lined with books, Qpens on the
east, while at the west is a larger room,
containing the collection of observatory
publications and affording a quieter place
(Turn t o page 249)
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California and Hawaiian Western Precipitation Company, Los Angeles,
Sugar Refining
California
Corporation
0. W. Wyatt, Statistician
Books on all phases of the sugar industry, not only in the United States a,nd
the Hawaiian Islands, but also in Cuba,
Porto Rico, Java, India, and other sugar
refining countries are kept in this department. Government publications, the
more important ones being the Census
and Tariff Reports, and weekly and
monthly magazines giving statistics on
the industry are also received. Reports
are compiled from this material on production, consumption and sales.
This in no way takes the place of a
library to the company. A complete
technical collection is maintained in the
Refinery at Crockett, California. Only
such material as will aid in compiling
reports is received in the Statistical Department of the San Francisco ofice.

Anna F . Frey, Librarian
The library of the Western Precipitation Company consists of about eight
hundred bound volumes, covering chiefly
industrial chemistry and chemistry p r o p
er, electrical engineering and metallurgy. The Dewey system is used for
general data and records as well a s for
the library. The chief activity of the
company is the exploitation of the Cottrell Process of Electrical Precipitation,
ior the removal of dust and smoke from
industrial plants, and the recovery of
values ordinarily escaping with the
smoke. The research work, therefore,
extends into various fields, such as
physics, electrical engineering, metallurgy
and general industrial chemistry.

Oil Libraries
The petrolcum industry is a growing business on the Pacific coast.
Seven libraries are the subject of sketches, three of the number operated by one prominent corporation.

Associated Oil Company
Library
J. Ethel Pushie, Librarian
FIE company maintains a central library in San Francisco under the
charge of the Industsial Relations Department. Snlaller branches are also
maintained in several field and sales divisions. From a small beginning in 1920,
the number of books has steadily increased until, at the present time, we
have approximately one thousand volumes in all divisions. In San Francisco,
we have a part time librarian, but in the
outer districts the library is in charge of
the en~ploymentforemen or chief clerks.
Books on the oil industry, of course,
comprise the largest number, but we also
have books on industrial management,
safety, business economics, office practice, letter writing, chemistry, salesman-
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ship, advertising, marketing and general
business.
The company subscribes to several
hundred magazines which are under the
direction of those in charge of the libraries. The San Francisco and Los Angeles offices route these magazines principally to executives and bureau heads,
but in the field divisions the magazines
are placed on the general reading tables
for the use of all employees.
We have found the library especially
valuable in the preparation of training
courses, and several copies of reference
books are kept on file for the use of new
enlployees and salesmel?. For example,
we have over forty copies of a technical
book on the oil industry, which is used
to supplement the Sales Manual. Boo!cs
are constantly being sent out to employees as far away as Honolulu, and
through the co-operation of an outside
agency, a traveling library has been sent
to employees in Alaska.
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The General Petroleum
Corporation Library
Nelle McKensie, Librarian

HE Engineering Library of this

T

company had its start in life in June,
1920 and was then a small collection of
heterogeneous material. Our collection
now consists of seven hundred books,
eight hundred painphets, sis thousand
five hundred patents, three hundred
bot~ndvoluines of magazines and also a
file of ephemeral trade literature. This
treasure chest of information may be
used by any employee of the company.
Experience having shown 11s that
"existing knowledge is the basis of future
discovery" we try to have the finest
books of proven value, as well as authoritative recent treatises. These boolcs are
cataloged by author and title entries, and
the work of classifying them by subject
is under way.
Our engineers and chemists are dependent on current technical literature
as a necessary ally in their research
work. As a means of keeping in touch
with this literature, the library currently
receives sixty technical periodicals and
society publications. All illformative articles are card-indexed according to
"classification of subjects" which is a
combination of the Bureau of Mines
classification of peti-oleurn technology
and the University of Illinois Engineering classification. By means of this general index to periodical literature, all
data contained in magazines, patents,
documents, pamphlets, bulletins and all
such non-trade literature sources, is
assembled under one number. At the
end of each month, the librarian compiles a petroleum technology review
~ v l ~ i ccontains
h
the names and authors of
the new books received by the library,
and a comprehensive subject list of magazine articles. This review is sent to
seventy-five interested readers, who
check the titles they desire to read and
return the review to the hbrarian who
sends them the requested material.
An important branch of the library is
that covering patents applicable to oil
work The United States Patent Office
system of classification is used in filing.
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This file is of inestimable value, for it
may save an en~ployee of an inventive
turn of mind a great deal of work, for
it may show him that his idea is already
patented and possibly even in use, or it
may give him a better understanding how
to develop what he has in mind. Cards
for this file are made in duplicate, the
duplicates being kept in a fireproof
vault. Thus if our collection of patent
specifications wei-e to be destroyed we
could reasseinble it f r o n ~the vault list.
The photostat service is also a valuable f e a t ~ ~ rofe the library, as it enables
our borrowers to have copies of extracts
froin boolcs or magazines to keep permanently.
,4s the litesature of petroleum technoIogy is voluminous, it is impossible for
a company Iibrary of this sort to have
everything of interest to oil workers. T o
amplify the iacilities, arrangements have
been 111ade allowing our library to borrow f r o ~ nother technical libraries of
.soutl~ernCalifornia. The Science and
Indt~stryDepartment of the Los Angela
Public Library has been of great help in
various ways. Although our library is
now in an embryonic state of metamorphosis, it is fast developing into an organized information department.

Shell Company of Califorliia, Information Service
J. A. Dean, h1anager of Department
LL
SHE

Company of California, producers of crude petroleum and 1-efiners and illarlceters of petroleum products, in 1919, established a department
coinbilling a technical-bus~nessreference
library, and a tecl~nical-infoi-lnatiollservice, for the benefit of Shell Company
executives and employees in all branches
of the organization. The subsequent clevelopments of this department have been
along five rather well defined lines of aciivity as follows :
1. The teclmical library contains approximately f o ~ i rthousand volumes on
geology, general mining engineering, petroleum engineering, refining and marketing, and approximately twenty thousand
pamphlets on various phases of the petroleum industry and kindred subjects.
4
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The library receives about one hundred
and fifty weekly and monthly technical
and business periodicals, published in the
United States and Europe, approximately forty-five newspapers, all United
States government publications and those
of inany technical societies and industrial
associations. The library solicits and collects nliscellaneous
and reports
which' in any way relate to the industry.
The department is almost exclusively for
reference use ancl does not provide literature for general and popular reading.
An extensive card index system is maintained, which not only contains references to materials in periodicals, pamphlets and books in the library, but also
to items obtainable in publications in
various libraries of San Francisco and
vicinity.
2. A press clipping bureau is maintained, and these clippings in addition to
being circulated among executives form
a basis for abstracts and rewritten items
appearing in three mimeographed publications issued regularly by the department.
3. Shell Daily Oil Digest, issued every
morning, except Sunday, contains very
brief abstracts and comments on activities immediately affecting the petrole~m
industry ; Slzcll Ncws-Letter, issued
every Friday, contains brief reviews of
current petroleun~ topics, and Shell
Field-S~r~nmnry, contains abstracted
news of the various oil fields in California and the Rocky Mountain region. 111
addition to items of news and general
information, each issue of Shell NezvsLetter lists from one to three pages of
current periodical bibliography on petroleum subjects; copies of any' of these
articles are obtainable upon request by
any Shell Company employee.
4. The department regularly collects,
analyzes and distributes general, technical and statistical information relating to
the petroleum industry and its personnel. Among the activities of this nature,
is the collection and maintenance of statistical data showing living costs in the
various districts of California where the
company carry on major operations. This
information covers prices at the 15th of
each month on selected food stuffs, clothing and bedding, quarterly rental costs
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of houses and apartments, and is used by
the coinpany as a basis for establishing
wage scales for its employees in plants
a ~ fields.
~ d
5. Shell Company Information Service represents the organization in its
membership relations with various industrial and technical associations and
societies in the United States and Great
Britain, and maintains files of the various publications of these organizations.
As an established policy, Shell Coinpany Information Service is aggressive in
its work, not waiting for its patronage,
but as far as possible anticipating the
wants and needs of individuals by preparing ancl sending out a steady flow of
inforination to a clientele of over five
thousand employees of the organizalion
stationed at various places on the Pacific
coast.

San Francisco Library,
Standard Oil Company of
California
Margaret Hatch, Libsariall
large oil company, including in its
activities all of the many features
connected with the industry of producing, refining and marketing petroleum, is
in reality a conlbination of a number of
distinctly separate enterprises. Consequently, the calls for business reference
service upon the library of the company
are as varied as the work of its widely
diff erent branches.
Primarily, the oil company is interested in the geological exploration of
ncw lands to aid in the constant search
for oil at home and abroad. To carry on
this work, the petroleum geologist needs
data relating to prospective oil fields both
in thg United States and in foreign
countries.
In the prodticing of crude petroleum,
the oil company takes a place in the
front ranks of the mining industry. The
petroleum production engineer needs
technical information on the drilling of
oil wells, oil well pumps and pumping,
methods of increasing the production of
oil wells, the producing and handling of
gas, etc.

A
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T o provide storage facilities for crude
oil from the well, and for refined oil a t
refineries and distributing stations, the
oil company constructs huge oil field reservoirs and oil storage tanks. T h e company engineers use technical information
dealing with all problems connected with
the economical and safe storage of oil.
For the transportation of crude oil
from the fields, and of its products to
home and foreign markets, the oil company is an owner of miles of oil pipe
lines, railroad tanlc cars, and a complete
steamship line of oil tankers and barges.
Information is needed concerning the
construction and maintenance of oil ancl
gas lines, oil pipe line pumps and pumping, the operation of tanlc cars, the status
of rail transportation, tanker fleets, marine Diesel engines and all other related
matter.
With its output of petroleum products
from its refineries, the oil company is a
manufacturing business of large proportion. Material is desired on petroleu~n
refining methods, specifications for petroleum products, and refinery equipment.
T o market its ,products, the oil company maintains a selling organization
covering practically every city and town
within its marketing territory. T h e sales
force needs information on all petroleum
products and their uses, the design and
operation of different types of sales stations, oil tank truck fleets, marketing
methods, salcs management, salesmanship, etc.
At its home office, the general business and financial activities co-ordinating
all of these branches of the industry are
conducted. Statistical information rclating to the qetroleum industry, and
material on such subjects a s accounting,
corporation finance, tax regulations,
credit, advertising, business law, and
business correspondence is needed. T h e
expansion of business interests to foreign
countries necessitates a knowledge of
business conditions and laws in those
countries.
T o meet these demands upon its resources, the oil company library must
specialize in building up a collection covering all phases of the industry. T h e
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Standard Oil Company of California Library includes all of the best books relating to the petroleum industry, technical and business books, all pertinent
United States and state government publications, a collection of lniscellaneous
pamphlets ancl reports on subjects of interest, and the most important oil industry, technical, financial and business
periodicals.
As a valuable aid in locating special
miterial, an extensive card index covering all subjects pertaining to the oil business is maintained. Other library services include the issuing of a monthly
index of current periodical articles and
new publications of special value to cornpany departments, routing periodicals to
executives and departments, and notifying individuals of any new material along
their lines of work.
Our own working collection of special
matcrial is supplemented througl~the use
of outside libraries and other sources in
the chief service of securing quickly and
accurately any required inforn~ation.

Development Library, Richmond Refinery, Standard
Oil Company of California
J. F. Cassidy, Librarian
This organization emphasizes a special
phase of the petroleum industry-that of
refining, including petroleun~ chenlistry
and engineering. Technical research is
carried on and new material is constantly
being received and routed to those interested.
An important function of the library is
that of abstracting the two hundred or
more books, periodicals, and reports received monthly and compiling these into
bulletins which are routcd to officials,
department heads, chen~ists, and engineers.
A n interesting feature of this service
is the translating of foreign patents and
articles, appearing in foreign magazines.
Several members of the staff have an extensive command of languages, in acldition to their knowledge of technical subjects. Thus, material from all over the
world is brought within reach of all. The
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library is in constant use, providing information to research works.

Standard Oil Library-El
Segundo Refinery
B. E. Edwards, Librarian
It would be improper to say that this
library was established upon any certain date. It was built up from a natural
growth in several departments of the
refinery, particularly the Engineering
and Research Laboratory.
Essentially it is a technical library,
serving every department, but there is
also a reading room for the employees to
rest at noon and at other times while off
duty.
About sixty technical, engineering,
chemical, petroleum and other magazines
are subscribed to and these are circulated, important material indexed and
many are bound. The collection of books
is fairly complete on petroleum and related subjects, but other subjects are
limited to the immediate needs of the
several departments.
The Dewey classification is used, but
petroleun~subjects are classified according to the expanded classification of petroleum subjects originated by the Bureau of Mines. Most material at all related to petroleum is brought under this
collection rather than placed in the general collection.
Material is freely borrowed from the
Los Angeles Public Library and cooperation with other special libraries in
southern California is effected. Exchanges are also made with the other
company libraries, at the home office in
San Francisco and at Richmond Refinery.

Library of the Union Oil
Company of California
Elizabeth H. Burroughs, Librarian

THE
'

ibrary of the Union Oil Company of California is located in the
company's research laboratory at Wilmington, California. This library was
organized three and a half years ago and
at present occupies a large well lighted
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room admirably suited to its needs. It
is strictly technical in character, its chief
purpose being to serve the Research and
Development Department, though its
facilities are available to all departments
of the company. Reference work is done
for any department requesting it and
books, periodicals, pamphlets and trade
catalogs circulate throughout the company. The work up to the preseht time
has required the full time of a librarian
and one assistant.
The library will eventually gather
worthwhile and important material on
all phases of the oil industry, though
stress has so far been laid on chemical
and engineering subjects and on manufacturing processes and practices. In
addition to shelved material, estensive
files of technical data and reports on the
research work of the company which are
desired for permanent record are kept
in the library. A combination of the
Dewey classification and the Dewey expansion for petroleum and allied substances originated some years ago in the
United States Bureau of Mines and revised to suit the material here at hand is
used for all material including the data
files. There is a subject card index for
all material, combined with subject cards
containing pertinent bibliographic references, the kind of material being distinguished by the color of the card.
An effort is made to keep employees
informed of developments along the lines
of their special interests and probleins by
marking pertinent articles in the current
literature for their attention and by issuing monthly a mimeographed bulletin of
abstracts grouped under subject headings
covering outstanding articles on all
phases of the oil industry.' A library accessions list issued at the same time
keeps employees informed of the maierial being collected by the library and
available to them at all times. Books
and periodicals referred to in these bulletins are lent on request and many are
sent through the mails to offices and
refineries in other parts of the state.
Bibliographies are prepared and searches
of the literature made on special subjects when requested.
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Medical Libraries
The field of medicine is represented by five medical libraries of
prominence, each library serving its own clientele but working in
harmony with the other medical libraries.

Alameda County Medical
Library, Oakland, Cal.
Anna P. Kennedy, Librarian

-I'HE

Alameda County Medical Library is fortunate in being connected with three organizations, thus
having three sources of revenue. The
Alameda County Medical Association,
which originally started the book collection, subscribes to and binds the journals; the county library provides the
books and a few non-technical periodicals; and the Public Health Center provides the location. The library also has
a life n~embersl~ip
in Lane Medical Lihrary in San Francisco and may borrow
from that source.
The growth of the library through gift
and purchase, has been gradual, but a
valuable collection is being accurnulated, whicl~is coming to have an important place in the community. There are, at
the present time, about fifty-five hundred
books; sixty-four journals are received,
most of which are bound, making a valuable source of reference material.
The library is open to the public and is
used frequently by students and other
lay people. However, the greatest number of borrowers is naturally from among
the physicians. Every attempt is made
to place the best of up-to-date information at their coilimand and through indeses, to collect material for special
problems.

Barlow Medical Library,
Los Angeles, California
George Dock, M.D., Cl~airinan,
Library Colnmittee

T

H E Barlow Medical Library may be
looked at in two ways. One, a s the
embryo or nucleus of a large, fully
equipped and well sustained library,
equal to all the demands and the highest
ideals of the southwest; another, as it

is now, not a large library, for convention gives that name only to those medical libraries that have ten thousand volumes, but a very efficient library with
over nine thousand volnmes and two
hundred and five current journals. I t has
a dignified home, which it is rapidly outgrowing. It has a sinall but unusually
active, intelligent and enthusiastic staff.
The medical periodicals form the most
essential part of a library, for they contain the fundalnental contributions to
medical literature. The books include the
most useful text books, systems, encyclopedias, and worlrs on medical biography
and bibliography. Through these it meets
the needs of all classes of medical readers, from those who wish to keep up
with the rapid advance of medical knowledge in general, to those who wish to
inalce an exhaustive study of any special
detail. Of course, it mects the needs o f
all, whether physicians or laymen, wllo
wish to be informed on any detail of
medical science or practice. Members
of the Special Libraries Association of
Southern California, it is hardly necessary to state, are welcome to bring here
all their medical problems.
An example of the functions of the library is evidenced by the fact that more
than one hundred articles were published
in lnedical journals in 1925 by members
of the Los Angeles County Medical Association, and inost of the medical rtsearch work was done by the authors
and the librarians in the Barlow Medical
Library. In the same time requests for
rcseasch work on about two hundred and
fifty other subjects were made, beside
the daily requests for infortnation from
visitors at the library. Allnost every day
questions are asked on important current
topics such as srnallpox and vaccination,
infantile paralysis, foot and mouth disease, oriental plague, the treatment of
measles, the prevention of scarlet fever
and diphtheria, cancer, tuberculosis, etc.
Obviously, such work must be done
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promptly. Many of the special bibliog- ranking as the largest medical library
raphies have been kept in the library, connected with a university.
Many noted physicians from all over
where they will be useful to future
readers.
the world have shown great interest in
"The library and its facilities have the treasures of our medical history colbeen placed at the disposal of the United lection. I n 1921, Dr. Adolph Barkan,
States Public Health Service in the work Professor Emeritus of Ophthalmology
of rat extermination, of the Special Nar- and Otolaryngology, wishing to comcotic Drug Committee, of the city, and plete the sections on these subjects b ~ t
the county health departments in com- finding it difficult to separate them from
bating the epidemic of poliomyelitis." the history of medicine in general, de(Eiglzteentlz Annual Report, 1926, page cided to endow a section on the history
of medicine and natural sciences. With
8.) The Barlow Library is maintained by the support of Stanford University, he
an association composed of some two purchased the library of Professor
hundred and fifty physicians of Los An- Ernest Seidel, in Meissen, which congeles and vicinity, but a very important tains, besides the Latin and Greek aufeature of its growth is the co-operation thors, a fine collectioll of Turkish, Perof the several mcdical societies and of sian and Arabian mant~scripts,some of
many, special sections of the Los Angeles which are very rare. Since acquiring the
County Medical Association, Many of Seidel collection we have purchased,
these have placed collections of special with the assistance of Dr. Karl Sudhoff
journals in the library, have s~hscribed in Leipzig, many medical history books,
for current volumes, and set aside con- so that, including those previously considerable sutils for the purchase of spec- tained in om- library, we now have about
ial worlcs. Many individual members of five thousand books on history of medithe Barlow Medical Library Association cine subjects. Early collections of the
contribute books and jotlrnals, and take Greek, Latin and Arabian authors in
an active interest in the growth of the original binding, with quaint title pages,
collections. Special attention has been ornamental borders ancl tille vignettes,
given to collecting worlcs on mcdical attract attention. Atnong the works of
topics in California and the south\vest, Vesalius, "Father of Anatomy," are the
and to all material bearing on medical first and second editions of De Hum&
progress and medical men and women in Corporzis, and a very rare German transthe southwest. Contributions to these lation of the Epitome. Such masters of
topics as well as to othcr lines appro- medicine as Paracelsus, Pare, Morgagnj,
priate to the library, are suggested to I-Iallel- and may others are to be found
those in a position to further the ad- here in their various editions and transvancement of nledical ecl~~cation,
lations; the famous modern physicians
are also well represented. Our aim is to
Lane Medical Library, San have a medical historical collection so
complete that research workers in this
Francisco, California
field can find the original work as well as
Louise Ophuls, Librarian
the commentaries and esplanations of
these
old texts.
ane Medical Library is the liAbout four hundred and fifty periodibrary of the Medical Department of
TI-I"
Stanford University. T h e building, cals are received currently, forming a
erected in 1912 from the money left by valuable part of our collection. Our forDr. and Mrs. Levi Cooper Lane for that eign journals, British, French, Gerrnan
purpose, is across the streets from the and Italian, as well as many of our domtneclical school and the Lane and Stan- estic periodicals, are complete to date
ford hospitals, and is thus easily accessi- ancl bound. Reference books, text books
ble to the professors, the hospital staff and monographs are also purchased.
and the sttidents. I t contains approxiPhysicians not connected with either
mately sixty-five thousand volumes, Stanford or the University of California

"
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who wish to withdraw books may take
out a membership ,for $5 per year o r a
life membership for $100. All others
may consult boolcs and journals in our
reading room. Frequent requests for
material come from the surrounding
states, inter-library loans being made
with libraries in Oregon, Washington,
Nevada and Utah.

San Diego .County Medical
Library

.

Mildred Farrow, Librarian

T

H E San Diego County Medical Library Association was organized in
1915 and for its organization Dr. Robert
Pollock deserves special mention, a s it
was due to his enthusiasill and his tireless efforts that the San Dieeo Medical
Library Association was org;nizec1 and
carried. 011 througl~tile years to what it
is
E~~~sillce its start, D].. pollo& has been an interested worl<eljourllals
his colltributiolls of boolts
are a perpetual monument to his interest
in the library.
At the 'lose of the
Diego Group
Clinic, the unabsorbed fuilds were used
by the Clinic staff for the Library Association. This sum amounted t o $3,000.
Not nluch in actual capital but the little
group thus gathered together had t l ~ e
courage of their convictions and saw far
into the future.
At no time was the San Diego Medical
Library Association a part of thc San
Diego County Medical Society. For
many years it was supported solely by
the contributions of its members. Later,
however, the Medical Society voted that
a certain percentage of its annual dues
be given to the Medical Library Association and the San Diego County Dental
Society has also become a mcinber.
Much credit is due Mrs. Alice M.
Merritt for her tireless efforts in the upbuilding of this library during its first
formative years. After five years of
faithful service Mrs. Merritt resigned
her position as librarian, but those five
years have left an enviable and indelible
imprint on the records of this association.
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After Mrs. Merritt's resignatioil Mrs.
Lucy T. Edwards was elected to the librariansllip and after three years of suecessful work was obliged to resign on
account of ill health.
Since April of 1924 Mrs. Mildred S.
Farrow has been the librarian. Mrs. Farrow has had many years of experience in
RlIedical Library work having begun her
career in the ban Francisco Countv
Medical Society Library where she w i s
engaged in this work for several years.
I t is gratifying to lcnow that out of
small beginnings great things may grow
and the outconle of our little library is
over four thousand bound volumcs and
the reading table is supplied with over
sixty journals. Beside the general indexes the librarian has an index of the
journals as they arrive in order that any
new inaterial niay bc readily available
ihe
The Sall Diego C O u l l t ~
Library Association has always been open
to the i'ublic-11ot
only to the lnedical
~'ofessioll but to the 1a)'mall as ell as
to
youth
city
cO1ne
assistance in writing their high scllool
and college themes on sanitation, hygiene, health o r disease. To those seeking sLlcl, kllowledge
is
Sari Diego Medical
door to

San Francisco County Medical Society Library
Dr. Leo Eloesser, Librarian
The S a n Francisco County Medical
Society maintains a library of some
tell thousaml volumes to provide its
meinbers with journals of clinical interest and with boolcs of reference. No attempt is made to keep files of journals
of the purely scientific branchcs of mcdicine; tl~cscare to be found at the Lane
Medical Library, which our library seeks
to supplement rather than to rival. A
special file of journals of the various
state medical associations is kept, as well
as fairly coinpletc sets of domestic and
foreign clinical journals.
Primarily, our purpose is to be a useful working library for the practicing
physician, and our shelves and files are
open for his use.
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Newspaper Libraries
Many newspaper morgues and scraporiums became fully developed
reference bureaus. Four newspaper libraries of prominence in Los
Angeles and San Francisco attest this statement.

Los Angeles Examiner

Library
Mrs. Gertrude Blackledge, Librarian
ROMINENT resident of this city
and former explorer and author is
dead and leaves an estate valued at $500,000 to the remaining members of the illustrious family of soldiers of fortune.
Many of the deeds and experiences of
some of these men are worth relating,
but have long been lost in the sands of
time. The city editor thinks this is a
story the public would like to read. Although the family do not object to talking for publication they do not wish to
be approached at this time and later the
story will have lost its news value.
Now you may wonder where this information is to be obtained. That is
where a newspaper library serves one of
its many valuable purposes. The city
editor merely requests that the library
furnish all the material on hand concerning this family. Sounds like a difficult
task, but to the librarian it is slmple
enough, because in a newspaper library
there is system. Upon each member of
the family there has been filed in alphabetical order what the Examiner Library
calls "index cards " Upon these cards a
brief outline of what each story contarns
is given with the date, page and coluinn
necessary to refer to the bound volume,
Each edition of the paper is bound and
kept indefinitely. This system has an
advantage over the clipping system since
the story has already been read for the
reporter and he may lcnow in an instant
what is in each article and often the information given on the card alone is SUEficient for his purpose. At the time the
various episodes occurred photographers
made negatives which are on file under
the numeric system and may be produced upon a moment's notice. Pictures
and cuts readily obtainable from a
straight alphabetical file under Personal

P

and Subject heads. The cross-index
system is used when a group picture is
filed so that no matter under what name
the picture is called for it can be produced quickly. For the filing of large
pictures and maps there is a special fiIe
so that the photos need not be folded and
thereby ruined.
It is interesting to note that the library
gains favor f o r the paper not only by its
wealth of ready material for various editors and reporters, but the public is also
served directly both by telephone and
letter. The number of letters easily
averages twenty or more a week, many
of them requiring considerable research.
Questions by telephone from "What was
last Thursday's baseball score" to "What
was the date of the San Francisco earthquake" flood this department with an
average of between twenty and thirly
per day.
A few figures upon the amount of
material available in this department is a
revelation in itself. More than two million index cards fill the steel cabinets
made for the purpose. Steel shelves are
laden with over a million photographs of
individuals, places and events so numerous it would be impossible to name even
a small portion of them. The International News Service and the local Eza~niner photographers both make their contributions to this collection which is
added to to the extent of hundreds weekly. Files for three months back of all the
I-Iearst papers are available with exception of the New York Anzerican, N e w
York Jozmtal and San Francisco E x a w
iner which are sent to the bindery and
kept for all time.
Space does not permit a detail of all
the dutics performed by the Los Angeles
Exn~~ziner
Library, but from the above it
may be easily seen how the universal but
now inappropriate name of "morgue" is
going to be replaced by the name
"Newspaper Library."

It
il
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The Los Angeles Times
Library
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these now numbering more than twenty
thousand. A cross-file of fifty-four
thousand cards lists individuals in photoEsther G. Henes, Librarian
graphs, so that persons may be identified
separately in group pictures.
newspaper libraries go, that of the
Approximately five thousand volumes,
Los Atbgeles Times is unusually on every variety of subject, comprise the
complete and well equipped, with a mod- general library of The Times. The books
ern filing systen~,and arranged, as news- most constantly in demand are encyclopaper l~brariesmust be, to give quick pedias. Hundreds of reference works
access to the information news writers occupy other shelves. These volumes ,arc
and editorial writers require.
augmented by publications and pamAll issues of each month are placed in phlets issued by the national, state and
permanent bindings and retained in the local governments and by societies and
library for reference. These files extend organizations. A wide variety of topics
back to December, 1881, when The are touched upon in these papers, and
Times, now one of the world's greatest there is a constant call for all manner of
newspapers, was established in the form information.
of a country paper in a small town.
The extensive nature of the library is
By systematic gleaning of the news of necessary in the publication of The
the day and its collection in cases, to- Times primarily because of the vast need
gether with books and pamphlets, a room for swift information upon subjects
40 x 30 feet has been filled from floor to ranging from the cost of a destroyer to
ceiling.
the proper feeding of Alaskan reindeer.
Every local item of possible future A writer frequently finds it imperative
value is clipped from every issue of The to secure exact intelligence upon a cerTimes and filed. This means about two tain matter, and that information must
hundred separate clippings each day, be close at hand. In writing the news of
which are stowed away in envelopes. the day reference must be made to past
The items are filed according to the per- events, and nleinory cannot be relied
son or event to which they pertain, so upon when each day several hundred
that some of the containers bulge inches separate local items are printed.
thick with hundreds of columns of news
stories recounting the doings of a man
San Francisco Bulletin
of prominence.
A complete index on both local and inLibrary
ternational matters is maintained, 1.~11Margaret Hart, Libsarian
ning up into hundreds of thousands of
"Will you send out clips, art, and
entries. The date of the issue, the page
and colulnn is notated on the index card metal on the rum runner 'Quadralso that by reference to the bouxld vol- twenty minutes to make an edition." I n
umes il can be found readily. Therefore, a second the envelopc of clippings on
with this ineans of locating quickly "Liquor" were out of the file, piclures on
affairs of the past, there is kept ready at rum-runners were being gone through,
hand for the use of reporters and the and the card index searched for a record
public a history of the activities of man of a cut. There is very often a time
throughout the world.
limit in looking up material for an afterEvery photograp11 taken by Times noon newsp.aper, for there are half a
photographers or delivered to the news- dozen editiolls during the day, and to
paper by any of several picture services make for speed, the Bdlefi?t library is
is filed and kept in the library. A t pres- being reorganized : the thousands of clipent one hundred and twenty-eight thou- pings mounted, the photographs more
sand envelopes containing photographs, closely subdivided, and the cuts changed
in many cases holding three or more pic- from a numerical system, which involves
tures, are in the cabinets.
the use of a card index, to a straight
All negatives as well are retained, alphabetical file.

AS
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San Francisco Chronicle
brary

Li-

Bonnie Stanislausly, Librarian

IN

the Salt Francisco Chronicle Library
the clippings are by far the most important part of the collection. These
clippings are taken from the Chronicli.,
of which the whole of the last edition is
clipped and other editions for stories appearing exclusively in them ; the Sart
Francisco Examiner, the Call and the
Bulletin are likewise clipped for exclusive stories. Clippings are mounted on
uniform size paper, a different color for
every year, with the date stamped on
them, They are filed under three main
classifications-biography,
subject and
geography. Anything that has to do with
any person, doings of famous people,
marriage, death, cases of embezzlement,
would bc filed as biography under the
principal person's name. If more than
one person were involved, cross references from each of the others to the
main person would be made.
Such general matters as are of sufficient importance to warrant their being
given a separate heading, as for instance,
aviation, banking, .municipal affairs and
countless other matters are grouped under the general heading of Subject. For
this, the A.L.A. List of Subject Headings is used.
T h e clippings which fall under geography are those which pertain speciiically to a country-the riots in India, the
war in Morocco, the cabinet of France,
and so on. The larger part of the filling
cases for geography clippings is given
over to countries of the world, a smaller
portion to states of the United States,
and then California is given a part.
No index of the library is used since
all filing is alphabetical and easy to find.
The names and letter combinations under biography run from A to Z, under
geography from Abyssinia t o Zanzibar,
and from army, automobiles and aviation to war in the subject clippings. Cross
references are used from subject to biography and vice versa, and from geography to both of these.
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Pictures are filed under names like
biography clippings, and subject pictures
under the same general headings as the
subject clippings. The pictures which
appear in the paper are brought into the
library every morning, checked off the
paper, dated and filed. Pictures are sent
by the various services whose business it
is to supply them on important cases.
"Underwood and Underwood," and
"Wide World Service" are two such organizations. These also are filed, making about one l~undredpictt~res on an
ordinary day.
The zinc cuts are filed alphabetically,
here again eliminating any need of an
index. The pictures are cut from the
paper and pasted on different size envelopes according to the size of the cut,
whether it be one, two or three columns
wide. The date is stamped on the ontside of the envelope, and the cut is then
put in and the envelope filed in its steel
cabinet.
These three things make up the routine work of the library-the clippings,
the pictures and the cuts.
Of course there are questions asked
which the clippings will not answer, and
for these there are a great many ready
reference boolts, such .as the various
Who's Who publications, T h e World
Alrnanac, T h e Clzicago Daily N e w s Almanac, AyersJ Newspaper Directory, encyclopedias, atlases, the Congressionnl
Record, the Congressional Directory
and other government reports, pamphlets on a host of subjects, maps and
boolcs on different countries, financial directories, directories of biographies, dictionaries, and various publications that
are being constantly revised .to keep
them up-to-date.
The modern newspaper library, the
"morgue" of a past day, is a necessity to
the running of a newspaper though it is
little appreciated by the laity. Its technicalities have been developed by the
specific requirements of a newspaper,
speed and flexibility, and perhaps influenced by the well-known irascibility of
newspaper writes and artists working
under pressure.
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Libraries in Banking Institutions
The library of the Federal Reserve Bank of the Twelfth Distric~
and other bank libraries of importance constitute a strong group.

Federal Reserve Bank of
San Francisco Library

Mercantile Trust Company

o f California Library
Annette VlTinclcle, Librarian

Hilda W. Palache, Librarian

F

OLLOWING the consolidatioi~ of
tllc old Sail Francisco Savings
of being the first financial library in Union with thc Mercantile National and
San Francisco, having been started in the Mercantile Trust Company, the pre1919. It has grown from about fifty to sent &Iercantile Trust Company of Caliover twelve hundred volumes ~vhic11in- fornia was organized in 1920. The new
clude : encyclopedias, annual reports of company then began the publica~ion of
the Secretary of the Treasury and C o n ~ p - the montlzly nlagaziile now issued under
troller of the Currency from 1900 to the title of the llicrcndle Trust l?cz'iczw
date, Comnercial and Fi~umcial Clzrom of the Pacific. The scope of the review
icle, 1873 to date, reports and bulletins includes the eleven western states of the
of the Federal Reserve Board and the Pacific coast region a d the foreign track
standard books on banking, finance and of the countries bordering the Pacific
economics. The books are classified by Ocean, The publication oi the seveiw
the Julia E. Elliott Business Library becamc the chief concern of the Bureau
classification.
of News and Research organized for this
pLlSDOse,
and of whicl~the library is a
As is the case in ivost special libraries,
part.
however, boolcs are not of as much imThe accumulation of statistical materportance as periodicals and pamphlets,
ial
relative to the cliversifiecl development
containing up-to-the-minute inforination
the Pacific coast territory form the
of
on financial matters. About eighty periodicals are received regularly and seve- basis of thc collection. This consists of
ral news-services and newspapers. The government and state publications, a
more important of these are clipped and large pamphlet collection ancl a ncwsthe clippings pasted on loose-leaf sheets, paper clipping file, in addition t o the
with a typed digest, if the article is o l custo~naryreference collection and a cirsome length, on the same page. The clip- culating librasy of the standard books in
pings are put in a binder and routed to the field of banlcing and finance for the
the different officers, after which they general use of employees. The library
are returned to the library and filed. As receives ninety-three periodicals and ten
the I~zdzutridArts I~zdc.~,to which we daily newspapers. Clippings are sent out
subscribe, indexes i-nost of the periodi- daily to officers ii~teresteclin special subcals only a few of the local financial jects and all of the perioclicals are circulated on demancl.
magazines are indexed in the library.
I t is the aim of the library to have
The library works in close co-opera- readily available the most recent statistion with the Division of Analysis and tics procurable on any of the many subResearch, which is engaged in studies jects brought up for research or treated
affecting business conditions in the in the pages of the review and to ftrmish
Twelfth Federal Reserve District and inforlnation of all sorts to any departpublishes the Monthly Rcviezv of Busi- ment or employee.
The library furnishes bibliographies
ness Conditions.
on financial and other subjects and reaclX small self-supporting fiction library ing lists for inclividual needs. I n this
is maintained ancl the latest books may coilnection the distribution of A.L.A.
be borrowed for 2 cents a day.
reading lists has been well received.

HIS organization has the distinction

T
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Library of the First National
Bank of Los Angeles Pacific3outhtvest Trust &
Savings Bank
Alice M. Schecl;, Librarian
MONG the pioneers on the Pacific
coast, in the establishment of a
A
banking library, was the First NationalPacific-Southwest banking group. No
bank in Los Angeles had such a department when this one was organized in the
fall of 1920. At that time the library
consisted of a mere handful of books and
pamphlets, scattered around in various
departments of the two banks, a few
banking and financial magazines coming
to the bank, and read only by those who
happened to see them.
Realizing that such a department was
a necessity and an asset in modern business development, the officers of the
banks approved its establishment and the
work of collecting and making available
a mass of scattered material was begun.
At that time there was only the librarian,
with occasional help from not-busy-atthe-time stenographers, to do the work,
but such has been its growth that there
is now a trained assistant, as well as the
librarian.
In the early part of 1921 a Research
Department was organized for the joint
benefit of both banks. The library is an
integral part of its organization, supplying the necessary material for studies,
whenever possible, and caring for all
new material acquired in the course of
these studies. At the present time the
Research Department and the librai-y are
so closely bound together that they seldom are considered as separate units.
They are housed in the same quarters
and in every way opcrate as one body.
Beginning with a very few books on
banking and financial subjects the collection has grown to include all the necessary reference tools, as well as the latest
books on the subjects in which banks are
interested. These now number more
than four hundred. They are classified
according to the business library classification of Julia E. Elliott, and catalogecl
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with many and numerous subject h e a d ings and analyticals. T h e subject h e a d ings are selected to suit the p a r t i c u l a r
needs of this institution, and m u c h leeway is allowed in chosing them.
The publications of the g o v e r r ~ l l l e n t
are indispensible, particularly t h o s e of
the Department of Commerce, Cexlstls
Bureau, Department of Agriculture, Department of Labor, Treasury, etc., and
similar publications of the state of California also form a large part of O L I ~file
collection. Between fifty and sixty m a g azines are received and circulated a t z l o n g
officers and department heads, a n d a S t lected list of these are bound for perm?nent retention. Others are kept o n l y SIX
inonths or a year. T h e four local d a i l y
newspapers are clipped, though not: exhaustively, and financial papers f roin
Chicago and New Yorlc are on file.
A list of new books is posted or1 the
Staff Bulletin Board a t irregular i n t e r vals, and once a month, in the bank
newspaper, a list, with a n n o t a t i o n s , is
printed. Also, in this same internal n e w s paper, the librarian has short d i g e s t s of
important articles which have a p p e a r e d
in recent banking and financial p e r i o d i cals. Every one of the more t h a n two
thousand employees of this large banlcing systcin receives a copy of this n e w s paper each month, and so it is p o s s i b l e
to reach them all with news o f
the
libsary.
All orders for books, magazines, directories, etc., for use in the b a n k s and
branches are placed through t h e R e search Dcpartment, thus giving a c e n tralized control of such orclers, a n d also
making it possible to keep a r e c o r d of
such material. A record is also k e p t of
the various services used in d i f f e r e n t departments of the banks. In the l i b r a r y
and Research Department only the 1 - a r vard Economic Service, and a good l o c a l
business and econonlic service are t a l c e l l .
The pamphlet and other fugitive imterial is arranged in a very simple a l p h a betical file, in legal-sized filing cases, under subjects easily found. It is o u r p l a n
to keep only such material as is alive a n d
pertinent, and to discard anything w h i c h
is not often used, relying upon the coin-
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prehensive collection of our excellent
Public Library for extensive research of
any sort.

Bank Library and Adult
Education
Bank of Italy, San Francisco
By K. Dorothy Ferpson, Librarian

u

NLIKE most professions, young
men coming into the banking profession, come !generally without having
previously undergone any apprcnticeship.
Young bank clerks are mostly raw
material to be molded slowly by study
and experience into men of integrity,
men of wide knowledge, men of standing, men who are leaders.
I like to think of a bank library as one
of the main aids in this process of character molding and education. As sodn
as the young lads come into the bank, a
personal letter is sent them giving them
a warm welcome to our family and urging them to make use of the library for
their advancement.
This message reaches them a t a time
when their enthusiasm is alive, when
they are entering on a new job with a
wonderful vision ahead of what they
hope to achieve. The response we receive from these letters in visits from
the new employees is very nearly 100 per
cent.; and once they are entered on our
list, a very small effort on our part keeps
them coming back for more information
and new inspiration.
We follow the employee as he progresses from one department to another,
feeding him with the material he needs
to meet the new demands that his new
duties and position have placed upon
him.
Time has failed us, otherwise an interesting study could have been made of
whether the library devotee, the student,
who not only began to study but who
Iiept at it, did not hold down his job
with a greater degree of efficiency than
those who did not avail themselves of
the opportunity, and whether he did not
climb far quicker the ladder of success.
Belonging to this family of the Bank
of Italy, I like to think of each of our
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fellow co-workers as a potential vicepresident and president. I like to think
that each has the same chance for success and advancement and that the library can through its numerous services
place this opportunity of advancement
and success ever before them, ever
within their grasp and make of our men
the best infornled of their profession.
The following allegory conveys, perhaps, far better than any words of mine
this idea that success is obtainable, that
success is within the reach of every employee if he uses his intelligence rightly,
if he will but persevere.

An Allegory
A lad started on the Journey of Life
and he came to a Wonderful Castle, with
walls of marble and doors of bronze.
And the Doors were fastened with
three great Locks and the Keyholes were
like three great 1's.
And the Lad sought entrance and
could find none, save through the Doors
of Bronze.
And he studied the Loclcs and out of
Study came the first key-Intelligence.
And he fitted the Key of Intelligence into one of the locks and the bolt withdrew and a little door opened and there
was a Book called Information. And the
Lad read the Book and he Worked to
Apply its teachings. And as he worked
the Key of Industry grew in his hands
and it fitted the second lock.
And as the bolt withdrew, behold another small door opened and there were
Tools for forcing Locks, and they were
marlred The Easy Way.
But the Lad said to himself, "It is not
the Easy Way, but the Right Way 1
seek," and suddenly there appeared
among the tools a Key of Gold marked
Integrity.
And it fitted the Third Lock and the
Lad entered.
I n the first room was a table and on
the table was a thin book-The Wil2 to
Learn And he read it and passed on.
And ill the next room was a book entitled The W
i
l
lto W o r k .
And he read it and passed on.
And in the third room was a book entitled The Will to Persevere, and he read
it and passed on.
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And in the fourth room he stood face
to face with Opportunity.
And Opportunity took him by the
hand to the Treasure Room of Success.

Security Trust and Savings
Bank, Los Angeles,
California
E. O'Toole, Librarian
HE Reference Library of the Security Trust and Savings Bank was organized as the working laboratory of the
Department of Research and Service in
February, 1921. The principal function
of the library is to serve the research department by collecting all material that
would be of possible use in the work of
the department. The library, however,
is a useful part of the entire organization of the bank through its ability to
serve the officers and various departments, the employees and the general
public.
The reference work of the library consists mainly in supplying information in
regard to industries, agricultural activities, business conditions and social life of
southern California. Any question, supplying the answer to which will render a
service, is regarded as a legitimate one,

T
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however, ancl many are answered that
have remote connection with business libraries. The circulation of magazines
and clippings among members of the
staff is considered a very valuable service
and requires the full time of two assistants. There are, at the present time,
fifty newspapers clipped, circulated and
filed and forty periodicals indexed and
circulated.
The library builds up and maintains
the equipment of books, reposts, pamphlets, periodicals, newspapers and other
material necessary to its work. A highly
useful and valuable file of pamphlets, reports and publicatiolls of various kinds
has been collected and is of great aid in
affording immediate answers to reference questions. A file of statements, reports and publications of banks in different parts of the United States and foreign countries is maintained. Government publications form a basis of much
of the information compiled. Trade periodicals are indispensable in giving current information. A file of clippings on
a great variety of subjects is maintained
and serves very advantageously for current inforination and source material. It
has not been the intention to gather an
extensive collection of books ia the library, and only those are acquired which
are of use and interest in the practical
work of this and other departments.

Motion Picture Libraries
A unique feature of southern California is the thriving motion
picture industry. Three librarians in this field graphically present the
stories of their libraries.

The Research Department
Of- the
. Famous
playersLaskv Cor~oration in
~ ~ l l ; ? v ~California
~d:
Helen Gladys Percy, Librarian

"The time has come," the Walrus said,
To talk of many things:
Of shoes-and ships-and sealing wax-Of cabbages-and kinasAnd why the sea is boilinghotAnd whether pigs have wings."

every reader of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES"Shoes?) Yes, shoes for the Prodigal
research is familiar, but to very few Son in the Wanderer; shoes for the
of them is the amusing conglomeration queen of Philip I V of Spain; shoes for
of fact and fancy which forms the every- a dance hall girl di~ringthe Vigilante
day work of a motion picture research days in San Francisco.
department eyen imaginable. Lewis Car"Ships?" Viking ships for Michael
roll might have been describing it when and Dlgby in Beau Geste; Malayan
he wrote :
praus for Lord Jim ; Eskimo kayaks for

T
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the Alaskan; plans and details of the
Constitution for "Old Ironsides."
"And sealing-waxH-for a death warrant signed by Catharine the Great; for
a letter carried by a Pony Express rider,
"Of cabbages" : what kind of vegetables and fruits could be used for a feast
in the days of Harun-al-Rashid ? what in
seventeenth century Spain? W h a t did
they sell at French markets during the
war, and what prices did they charge?
"And Icings": of Egypt and Italy,
Persia and Turkey-uniforms, ceremonies and general court etiquette.
"Why the sea is boiling hot and
whether pigs have wings." Not so very
different from trying to locate fictitous
places that novelists write into descriptions of countries, or finding suitable
castles for the planct Mars!
We literally follow a picture if not
from its birth to its death, at least until
it is married to the theaters, and lives
happily ever after. First of all, we help
locate novels, plays, short stories for the
Story Department when it is trying to
find a suitable vehicle for some star. The
story decided upon, a writer is selected
to make a treatment, that is an adaptation which is suitable for a picture. If
it is a period story the writer will undoubtedly say "Get me everything available on that period-fiction, biography,
drama, history and travel." After he has
steeped himself in the at~nosphereof the
time, the continuity (the outline which
the director uses as a guide) is written
and copies are distributed to all the dcpartments concerned with the production.
Then our work with the departments
begins. Take for instance Sea Horses
by Francis Brett Young, which we have
just made. First there is an Italian sequence. The Art Department came to us
for pictures of exteriors and interiors of
Italian farinhouses, of shops, streets and
wharves, The Costtme Department
wanted peasants, policemen, postmen,
sailors, street vendors, and stevedores.
The Paint Shop needed street signs and
auton1011ile license plates. The Property
Department small boats, trappings for
donkeys, and spaghetti wagons. The
Plaster Shop, Catholic images.
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The next sequence is aboard a British
freighter. This meant locating pictures
of exteriors and interiors of freight
boats, uniforms of the ship's officers, and
various properties, such as a ship's mail
bag, a Chinese image and a deck chair.
The last sequence is laid in Portuguese
East Africa, which required views of the
country showing shrubs, foliage and general characteristics, for the Location Department ; Portuguese houses and stores,
and native huts, for the Art Department ; officials, civilians, and natives for
the Costume Department ; while the
Pomeroy Department (which makes
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, deluges
and other phenomena) wanted the "llabits" of typhootls !
Our own collection, mainly architectural, art, costunle and travel books and
magazines, numbers nearly four thousand, with very large numbers of photograpl~s,clippings, post cards, and stereoscopic views in vertical files. In addition
we augment the library with loans from
the Los. Angeles Public Library, which
never fails to give us the most interested
help.
O u t of the forty departments in the
studio, there is not one that does not use
the Research Department, while there
are usualy from five to ten companies
producing pictures, besides. From all of
them there is an increased demand for
more careful research, and as this grows,
so mill the library.

The Fox Studio Library
George Inglcton, Librarian

LIB'\ARIES

of Hollywood motion
picture stadios are becoming an important part of the modern library system and Fox Films has one of the most
efficient and interesting.
This library? like the older and larger
general collections, is the result of caref ully-tended grourth. I-Iowever, it differs
from others assembled for special purposes as it is intended to aid in motion
picture making and to do this it rnust be
~vorld-widein scope and without limit as
to time, because it is the aim ef Fox
Filins to make productions that accurately reflect, to the most nlinute details,
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the everyday life of not only modern
peoples and every land, but of times long
past.
T o accomplish this purpose it would
appear that a vast collection would be
necessary, but so far the Fox Films Library has met all demands with some
five thousand volun~esand half a million
clippings. These are supplemented by
photographs and a wide variety of picture postcards, which, by the way, have
proved of great value in the creation of
foreign street scenes and building exteriors.
The best proof of the ability of the
Fox Library to meet demands, is that all
Fox Films productions for the past season were ,created with no other library
assistance than that found in the studio.
Scenario writers, the technical staff, the
costume designers and the scene constructors obtained all the details necessary for the following film dramas : "Siberia," a drama of Russia and its political exile system; "Yellow Fingers," a
story of the South Seas dealing with native races and their custon~s;"Fig Leaves," which includes sequenccs picturing
the latest in women's modes, and other
scenes laid in the Garden of Eden with
pre-histor~cmonsters, the bones of which
scientists discovered only recently; "The
Palace of Pleasure," a Portuguese story
centering about the life of Lola Montez;
"3 Bad Men," a picture history of the
dramatic land rush to the Dakotas ; "The
Ancient Mariner," a film version of
Samuel Taylor Colericlge's poem; "The
Gilded Butterfly," which has the greater
part of its setting in France; "The Winding Stair," a story of Morocco and Algiers; "The Johnstown Flood," a picture
history of the catastrophe which obliterated cities and cost thousaads of lives.
A feature of especial interest in this regard is that Fox Films library had Pittsburgh, Pa., newspapers telling the full
story of the flood, published the day after the catastrophe and the succeeding
two weeks; "The Outsider," a drama of
psychology and medicine, scenes for
which wcre laid in England and the
Gypsy country of Austria; "As No Man
Has Loved," a film version of The Mavl
Without a Country; "Havoc," laid in
England and in the trenches in France.
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These are but a few productions in the
making of which the studio library was
of great assistance.
Fox Films Library material is divided
and cataloged in a number of classes
with cross references. Among the divis b n s are:
Architecture, in which all countries,
periods and types of structure are represented, together with details about metal
work, other exterior and interior ornamentation, mural designs, draperies,
paintings and sculptures, art glass a i d
china.
Biographies, which give details of the
every-day life of the important personages and the every-day man back as f a r
as there is any shadowy record.
Costumes, in which are descriptions,
line drawings, woodcuts and photographs of men, women and childrcn the
world over during all periods which it
has been possible to cover. 111 this division are included liveries, uniforms,
court dresses and such special designs as
ancient town criers, students, notaries
and the varying ranks of Chinese merchants.
Dictionaries, iilcluding encyclopedias,
quotations, almanacs and other reference
volumes of a wide variety.
Fairy tales and myths have a division
of their own.
Adventure, real stories of real experiences and not fiction, provide a lot of
material and is a rapidly increasing section.
I-&tory, embracing the best boolcs on
the history of the world to date.
The World War has a section of its
own and this matesial is constantly increasing.
Games and sports have an ever wicleiling division.
Heraldry, coats of arms and peerages
are cataloged together.
Marine includes all varieties of inforination about war craft and mercl~ant
shipping of all periods.
Natural history is a broad division to
which additions are continuously made.
Religions have a section of their own.
Stage plays are a wide field for motion
pictures and there are hundreds of these
with reference books, settings, illustra-
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tions, books on dancing and all the
operas.
Maps have one of the most importallt
sections and one of the most difficult t o
fill adequately because geographers of
foreign countries, with a few exceptions,
have not given the subject the same attention it has received in the United
States.
Travel is the most fruitful section for
the motion picture maker and the largest
division in Fox Films Library, because
the traveler sticks to facts in recordillg
his wanderings and experiences, frequently illustrating with photograpl~sout
of the way corners about which he alone
has written.
T h e half million clippings are of even
more importance than the books of the
library. These clippings are from a
wide variety of sources, principally cullecl
from the news columns of daily papers
and magazines and from their illusti-ations, but inclucted with these are thousands of photographs and picture postcards from all over the world and this
section can never be complete because
each day some nen7 inaterial for it comes
to liand.
These clippings are indexed and cross
indexed and filed away in carefully arranged order in large folders dealing
with various subjects but all so ordered
that their use is not cuinberson~e, in
other words, there is no suggestion oi
syslein for the sake of system, in their
arrangement.
"The best 'bunting' field for motioi~
picture libral-)r material bas been the second hancl book stores of Los Angeles,
New Yorlc, Boston and Philadelpl~ia,"
says George Ingleton, librarian who
made the FOXFilms collection. "I have
had to do a lot of browsing among unassorted piles of books hut out of these I
obtained the most valuable portions of
this library.
"No book has been purcl~aseclfor its
rare binding. There are a few first editions but these were not purchased as
such. A book, to get into this library,
must be of some use in motion picture
production and of the five thousand now
here all have been used and proved their
value at least once. Others are in con-
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tinuous use and each has more than'paid
for itself ten-fold in the saving of time
and effort.
"We are always in the market for
something of value to us, but the time
required for careful scrutiny of material
offered is tremendous, because few persons realize just what we require and
take up their own and other's time in
attempting to obtain high prices for
books and collections that are of little or
no value to a motion picture studio."

The Research Library of
Universal Pictures Corporation, Universal
City, Cal.
Betty Lord Fitzpatriclc, Librarian

THE

Research Library of' Universal
Pictures Corporation was organized
ten years ago by Mr. LeRoy Armstrong,
who continuecl as its librarian until recently. His work was pioneering in the
field of motion picturc research servicc,
involving the buildillg up of a splcnditl
collection of historical and architectural
works and a comprehensive selection of
general research informatiolz.
T h e library a s it now exists, consists
of the following collections :
1. Approximately filteen h~ii~clred
volumes, cataloged and indexecl for information and pictures, 111ost of them valuable works pertaiizillg to art, architecture, history, travel, and biography. The
majority of these are for circulation on
the lot, and are loaned for various periods upon application .and signature.
2. Files of bouilcl magazines, as coinplete as possible, for short loans oaly.
HarpnJs ildnga&e and Harper's IVceR131, abounding in pictures, are especially
invaluable for contenlporary history,
customs, and costume.
3. A collectiol~of about fotlr tlzousancl
pictures, mounted on cards eleven by
fourteen inches, labcled, and filed alphabetically. Loans of these pictures comprise nearly 50 per cent. of the library's
servicc.
4. A file of pamphlets and clippings,
arranged alphabetically by subject. This
includes booklets issued by the railroads
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for advertising purposes, pages and articles clipped from magazines, etc.
5. Current magazines, some of which
are kept intact, filed, and indexed, and
the others clipped for pictures and excerpts.
I t is safe to say that the Technical
Department of the studio avails itself of
the library's service more than does any
other department, and that pictures are
much more useful than reading material.
I t happens occasionally that one particular book which may have but infrequent circulation is invaluable once in its
life, and saves the studio hundreds of dollars which would otherwise be spent on
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exhaustive research. However, many
volumes are thumb-worn from frequent
use. The Editorial Department constantly turns to Emily Post's Book of
Etiquette, to verify the correctness of
certain situations filmed. Stoddard's
Lectures, Living London, Latham's books
on'English interiors, The National Geographic Magazine, The Illustrated Londoll News, books of ornament and design, and historical worlcs all have their
share of popularity.
Although the books and pictures are
circulated, it is the librarian's duty to do
the actual research work, which often
involves much time and more ingenuity.

The Relationship of the Public Library
to the special Library
In the two leading cities of the state, the public library and the
special library render material aid as the following articles indicate.

Los Angeles Public Library
Everett R. Perry, Librarian
Faith Holmes Hyers, Publicity
Department

N instructor in library economy has
A
said: "Librarianship is the only profession in which there are no secrets."
This is another way of saying that libraries exist for the purpose of the diffusion of knowledge. O u r raison d'etre
is to publish, to make free the knowledge
contained in print. The ideal state will
be one in which all educational agencies
co-operate in assistance given and received according to their respective
resources and capacities, toward the general public benefit.
Some cities have made a beginning in
the direction of ideal free library service,
maintaining a clearing-house of information of sources of available material, and
avoiding unnecessary duplication whenever possible.
Southern California,
comparatively young in library history,
is making rapid strides toward co-ordination of effort in her Special Libraries
Association. The recent publication of
the Union List of Periodicals, besides
furnishing a valuable list of available
magazine material is an indicatioll of
future development of united interests.

The Los Angeles Public Library,
through its specialized departments
stands ready to give service to special
libraries through its reference and circulating collections. On the other hand
the Public Libraiy aclcnowledges its indebtedness to the aid in research, statistics and surveys made by the librarians
of the technical, commercial and other
libraries of the city. Because of greater
storing facilities and the necessarily inclusive material on related subjects, the
Public Library is able to offer assistance
to specialized research worlters. A depository for state and Federal ptlblicatioas, maintaining bound files of many
technical, economic, industrial and art
periodicals as well as local and outstanding newspapers, providing every known
index and aid to research, the Los
Angeles Library is, and should be a clearing-house of information, a centralizing
point at which the diversified interests
of the city may focus.
Because of its greater space and storing capacity, the library binds many of
the periodicals which special libraries are
not able to keep on file. Sociology Department receives for binding gift
copies of financial magazines from bank
libraries. The governnlent documents,
the treasury reports, statistics and in-
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dexes are in much demand. Current
financial columns of domestic and foreign papers are consulted in the Periodical and Newspaper Room.
The Science and Industry Department
has daily calls from special librarians
for reference to the one hundred trade
directories, the ten thousand trade catalogs, the five hundred technical periodicals and the special indexes of periodical
material. The fact that the principal of
this department served for five years as
librarian of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company of New York, gives
her a particulsr interest in the mutual
assistance special libraries and the public library may render.
T h e Art and Reference Departments
of the library are able to give frequent
aid to the librarian or research worker
of the motion picture studios. Traditional customs, verification of details in
costume or setting, period backgrounds,
the construction ,of cathedrals, cottages,
castles all may be furthered by recourse
to the collections of the library. A
mounted picture collection of twenty
thousand items is much in demand. The
library photographer makes reproductions for studio use of plates from reference' volun~es. Photostat service will
be maintained in the new building.

a47

exhibit hall, storage and bindery quarters. A mezzanine balcony provides private study and club rooms. The third
floor is devoted to adnlinistrative quarters, staff rooms, library school suite and
departments of the library which do not
deal directly with the public.
Sculptural, mural and inscriptive decorations form a study in themselves. Los
Angeles is peculiarly fortunate in having secured the services of the late Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue as aschitect
for this civic building. Ably carried out
by his Los Angeles associate, Carleton
M. Winslow, the spirit of the architectural design adhered to, by sculptor,
painter and builder, the worthiness and
beauty of the building is an accomplished
fact. The giving of service equally
worthy of the high purpose of a public
library is a n anticipated desire.

San Francisco Public

Library
Robert Rea, Librarian
T h e Public Library is one of two large
splendidly equipped libraries In San
Francisco, which supplements the collections of the special libraries.

With the completion of the new
San Francisco Public Library conbuilding in July, with the greater facili- tains many special collections with an
ties for quiet study and growing collec- excellent reference service. Facts not
tions, the library will be in a position to easily obtainable in ordinary reference
offer more efficient service. The build- books, are located, and many authorities
ing promises to be a remarkable com- are consulted to arrive at the most combination of artistry and practical design. plete and accurate data possible. TeleIdeally situated with entrances on four phone service makes the required inforstreets, the spreading three-story struc- mation quickly available.
ture is lifted and unified by the central
square tower. This tower, in addition
Material frequently consulted includes :
to providing the architectural feature for directories f roln many places ; current
exterior and interior decoration, roofs newspapers from all over the world, a s
a central rotunda on the main floor from well as bound copies of all San Franwhich passages radiate to the reading cisco papers, and a few from New York
rooms, which are placed on the perimeter and London, with indexes to assist in
of the building for the utilization of their use ; govcrninent publications ;
light.. At the corners of the rotunda books on chemistry, engineering and
are four steel stacks, extending seven other technical subjects, and periodicals
stories, with a capacity of one million needed for reference by the business libooks. On the first two floors are thir- braries of the city.
teen public reading rooms, a civics and
(Turn to page 251)
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Special Libraries in Universities
We have selected three representative special libraries in California
f o r descriptive skctches. We regret that space does not permit the
mclusion i f a greater number.

The Fiske Library at the The Architecture Library at
the University of Southern
University of California,
California, Los AnSouthern Branch
geles, Cal.
HE passing of the library of the

T

eminent historian, John Fiske, to the
University of California, Southern
Branch, is a significant event. The adding of this collection to the resources of
the University placed a well balanced
group of nearly ten thousand volun~es
\vhich are reported to be surprisingly
free from the ephemeral literature that
often forms a part of a literary man's
library. Fiske was a scholar of such
unusual attainments that his boolcs reflect the wide range of his reading which
covered the entire gamut of philosophy,
religion and history. I n addition, he had
a strong love for the classics, for music
and for literature.
Space will not permit a full description of the John Fiske Library, but within the collection are volumes upon the
great classical writers, the writings of
the scientists and evolutionists of the
nineteenth century and the great philosophers of the same period. Dr. Fislce
was interested in folklore and the library
contains numerous boolcs upon the early
Irish, Norse and Celt legends. The Iibrary is especially strong in the field of
history, containing. practically all the
more important worlts of the great historians in the past century. Dr. Fiske's
study of Americana has brought the library a great many volumes on the
growth of geographical knowledge and
the lives of great navigators. The collection also includes a valuable group of
portraits, engravings and photographs
accun~ulatedby Dr. Fiske during his lifetime.
The acquisition of this library by the
University of California has been the
cause of much favorable comment in the
newspapers of the Pacific coast and an
indication of another strong link between
east and west.

Charlotte Brown, Librarian
ibrary of an architectural school
is the most important element of
its equipment. Nearly all architectural
work, and especially the work of the
student, must necessarily be based upon
the traditions of the past, a reference
to which can be had only through the
facilities of a good library. I n order
to be of the most value, it must be laced
in close proximity to the drafting rooms
where the students in tfie design classes
may have ready access to the reference
material. Recognizing this fact, the
University began to gather together a
small working library in the architecture
building as soon as the department was
organized.
I n 1923, the collection of books was
greatly enlarged through the gift of Mr.
A. F. Rosenheim, a Los Angeles architect,
and later through the additional gifts by
Professor Rexford Newcomb of the Univerkity of Illinois, and by the Allied Architects Association of this city. There
are now six hundred architectural books,
eight hundred bound volumes of magazines, and eighteen hundred mounted
photographs. This library embraces sufficient general reference material for the
regular work of such a school, including
the history of architecture and ornament
courses as well as the courses in design.
However, on account of limited funds
available and the necessity of building up
an adequate working library as rapidly
as possible, the efforts .of the school
have been concentrated upon gathering
reference material on those periods and
styles from which the architecture of
southern California derives its principal
influences. The material best suited to
the needs of such classes are illustrations
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of buildings, especially large scale details, either in boolc form or mounted
photographs. Also, measured drawings
and drawn details of good historic
examples are very valuable, and it is
along these lines that much of the library has been arranged.
I t is impossible to obtain the maximum results fsom such a library unless
the material is arranged so that it is easily accessible to the students. Also, the
librarian in charge should be capable of
intelligently advising and directing their
efforts in searching for the best inspiration for their problems. In this regard,
the School of Architecture is fortunate
to have Mrs. Eleanor S. Wheatley, who
has had charge of the library since it
was first organized. Through her
knowledge of the material and her keen
interest in the work of the students, Mrs.
Wheatley very ably supplements the efforts of the faculty.
The library is now housed in a spacious room in the new architecture
building. All of the east side above the
book cases is filled with windows which
afford an ideal lighting arrangement for
such a room. In one end, flanked by
boolc shelves, is the additional feature
of a great fireplace which gives a cozy
touch to the room and helps to make the
library a place where all of the students
enjoy to work.

Hoose Library of Philosophy, University of South-

ern California. Los Angeles, dal.
Charlotte Brown, Librarian
STABLISHED in 1922 through the
generosity of friends in memory of
James Harmon Hoose, late head of the
Department of Philosophy, Iloose Library of Philosophy at the University of
Southern California provides facilities in
the Pacific southwest for scholarly study
in its field. Intended primarily as a research library, its steady growth is insured through a substantial and permanent endowment.
Over six thousand volumes have been
accessioned to date, including above one

E
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hundred and twenty incunabula, rarities,
and manuscripts.
The library is rich in bibliographical
material. T h e general section of the library contains a representative list of
classical authors, standard commentaries,
and text boolcs, as well as'sets of numerous philosophical and psycl~ologicaljournals.
The library is housed in Hoose Hall,
Bovard Administration building, with a
trained librarian in charge. I t is an integral part of the general library and
all boolcs are cataloged in the union dictionary card catalog as well as in a separate dictionary catalog in the department,
(Continued froin Page 2 2 2 )
San Diego Consolidated Gas and Electric
Company Library

civil and mechanical engineering, irrigation, etc., there are proceedings of technical societies, bound copies of all reports and decisiocs of the California
Railroad Commission, Industrial Accident Commission, National Safety Council and numerous other reports. A complete file of electrical and engineering
sta~~clarcls
is kept.
Financial services provided by the !ibrary are first routed lo those interested
and then kept in readily accessible files
in the library, as also are circular letters
and bulletins of tecl~nicalassociations of
which this company is a member.
( C o n t i w e d Jrom page

227)

The Mount Wilson Observatory Library
for study than the central room. Dr.
Hale, director of the Observatory from
1904 to 1923, and now honorary director,
has presented the Observatosy with very
fine frailled copies of well-known portraits of Micl~ael Faraday, Thomas
Young, and Sir William I-Iuggins, the
latter hanging in the library itself and the
others in the corridor outside, and also
the beginning of a collection of framed
photographs of astronomers. These pictures enhance the feeling of atmosphere
lent by the general quietness of the place,
its pleasing, rather subdued coloring, and
the walls covered with books, whose
bindings, particularly the half morocco
of inany of the periodical sets blend into
the whole picture.
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Statistical Associations
Two important organizations promote statistical research on the
Pacific coast. Their activities deserve a place in this California
number.

Los Angeles Chapter of the tion of authentic and reliable data properly interpreted, analyzed and applied.
American Statistical
Association
The Scope of Activities of
George J. Eberle, Secretary
the Western Statistical
Association
N the early part of 1925, Mr. W. I.

I

King, Secretary of the American Statistical Association, suggested that a
local organization be formed in Los Angeles to represent the work of the national association in the southwest. In
answer to his letter of January 16, 1925
he was informed by a number of statisticians in Los Angeles that they were
willing to form a local chapter of the national association. A constitution and bylaws was drawn up and submitted to the
national association which was approved
and later adopted by the local chapter.
The first meeting was held on May 19,
1925. Meetings are held monthly and
the purpose is to discuss technical statistical problems. Some of the subjects
presented have been as follows: "The
Comparison of Local and National Business Cycles;" "Investment Forecasting;"
"Statistics in the Telephone Industry ;"
"The Determination of Secular Trend in
Los Angeles Building Permit Values;"
"The Relation of Federal Reserve Policies to Price Stabilization;" "Fluctuations in Real Estate Transfers in Los
Angeles;" "The Local Population Problem;" "The Velocity of Bank Deposits
in Los Angeles" and other subjects.
It is the rule of the local chapter of
the American Statistical Association that
each prospective member prcsent a paper
before the chapter on some phase of statistical work, and upon the prcsentation
of this paper and his other work it is
decided as to his desirability as a member.
Practically all of the meetings are limited to certain phases of statistical
work and it is the hope of the members
that the chapter will have considerable
influence in perfecting the development
of local statistics, and to instill among
the users of statistics a greater apprecia-

Victor W. Killick, Secretary
E Western Statistical Association
was organized in Los Angeles, February 23, 1923, by a group of men representing the statistical and economic research departments of some of the foremost industrial and business concerns
operating in the city and vicinity.
The primary objccts of the association
are "to advance in quality and scope the
science of statistical research; to promote the collection, compilation and distribution, the preservation and use of
statistics ; to stimulate interest; to promote scientific method ; to encourage endeavor, and to award merit," (Art 11,
Sec. 1, Constitution)
There are several classifications of
membership permitting enrollment both
of professional statisticians and others
who may be interested in the work but
not actively engaged in it as a business.
In recent years the scope of the association's activities have been materially
broadened. The field of statistics proper
is one of rather poorly defined limits. On
every hand it touches and overlaps t h i ~ t
of economics. I t has therefor come
about in quite a natural way that the activities of the associati011 also include in
their scope the study of economics in
relation to statistics, which idea is not
necessarily conveyed to the mind in the
name of the organization as it stands.
The present membership has been augmented by men representing leading
banks, public utilities, some of our big
lishments, the Chamber of Commerce,
private corporations, mercantile estabindustrial concerns, the national economic services, civic associations, county,
state, municipal and Federal government
departments. These men exchange ideas
at a general meeting held once a month.

T"
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At each meeting specially qualified experts in different lines of statistical and
economic work are obtained to address
the group. Usually the speakers are
specialists from outside the membership
but some of the most appreciated talks
have been delivered by our own members.
The Western Statistical Association is
strictly a "professional" type of organization. I t is absolutely non-political in
character and its constitution forbids entrance into any matter even encroaching
on politics. However, it does stand for
community welfare in all matters related
to statistics and economics. It has consistently fought for accuracy and strenuously opposed misrepresentation and
deception in statistics wherever its influence extends.
One of the most popular movements
started by the organization in the general
interest of the comn~unitywas a population study of the city of Los Angeles.
After two years of thorough research on
the part of many of our members, the
Board of Directors became convinced
that the official figures on the city's population were misrepresenting the true
economic significance of our real conditions to an alarming degree. Finally the
association prepared its findings in a
concrete form and drafted a resolution
to the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce requesting that body to foster a
movement which would cause the United
States Census Bureau to take a special
census of the city, as has been done elsewhere. The action of the Western Statistical Association met instant response
and favorable action has been taken to
consumate the idea.
The association has published a pamphlet written by one of our best qualified
members on the subject of the population of Los Angeles. This presents some
very reliable information and carefully
formulated estimates on the population.
Since it has been issued many concerns
have requested copies of it and it has
been freely distributed as an aid to these
concerns in helping them to predicate
their business demands of the future. A
limited supply of the phamplets has been
reserved for others who may desire a
copy of it. Address your requests to the
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secretary, Western Statistical Association, 931 Rives-Strong Bldg., LOS
Angeles.
(Continued from page 199)

Practical Value of Industrial Research
doing in their own lines. There is such
catholicity in reseal-c11 that these are no
diplomatic secrets to be ferreted out, but
there are well enunciatecl broad lines of
knowledge which the investigator must
be fully accluainted with in order to
malce his work applicable. The searcher
after knoweclge must be fully acquainted
with the work of his predecessors and
contemporaries in order to differentiate
between what is known and what is yet
to be learned. In these days of marvelous
strides in practicalized lcnowledge team
work is vital; there is no royal road to
professional acquirement. More than
two thousand years ago Terence wrote
on wax-tablets the well-lmown lines beginning, ((Nil tam diff.icile"-"Nothing
is so difficult but that it may be found
out by seeking."

The

(Coniimied from page 247)
Relations of the Public Library to the

Special Library

Mechanics'+Mercantile Library, San Francisco,
California
I?. 13. Graves, Librarian
Another source of material to the specidl libraries of San Francisco is the
Mechanics'-Mercantile Library, located
in the center of the business district.
The Mechanics' Institute Library was
started in 1855, furthering the aim of the
organization to aid in the advancement
of the mechanic arts and sciences. Later,
the Mercantile Library was incorporated
with it, adding a collection rich in literature and art. T h e earthquake and fire
of 1906 destroyed the library but the new
collection has duplicated many of the old
files.
Of special value is its extensive collection of technical boolcs and periodicals
which forms an excellent source of information t o the special libraries needing data on technical subjects.

Special Libraries
.L

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
Founded 1909
A CLEARING HOUSE O F INFORMATION
Created to promote the interests of the commercial, industrial, technical,
civic, nlu$clpal, legdative, welfare libraries, statistical bureaus and research
orgamzatlons. Also to serve special departments of public libraries and
universities
PUTTING KNOWLEDGE T O WORK

Executive Board
P ~ ~ s l ~ e ~ l ' - - D a nN.
i e l Handy, Insurance Library Association of Boston, 18
Oliver S t , Boston, mass.^
IST VICE-PRESIDENT-W.
F. Jacob, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
2ND VICE-PRESIDENT-&^^^^^^^^ Reynolds, F m t Wisconsin National Bank,
Milwaukee, Wis.
S E C R E T A R Y - T R E A ~ U RD.E Peterkin,
R - G ~ ~ ~Legal
~ ~ ~ ~Dept., American Telephone Sr Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway, New York City.
BOARDMEMBERS-John Cotton Dana, Newark Public Library, Newark, N.J. ;
Rebecca B. Rankin, Municipal Reference Library, New York City.

Atlantic City Conference

D.N.

HANDY, President of the Association, is devoting considerable time
to the development of the program for the forthcoming meeting of the
Special Libraries Association which will be held at Atlantic City, October 4 to 7,1926, with headquarters at the Hotel Chelsea. Anyone who has not already
placed his reservation should at once communicate with the Hotel Chelsea.
The President has appointed a Philadelphia committee, consisting of Miss
Louise Keller, librarian, Independence Bureau, Miss Josephine B. Carson, librarian, American Brown Boveri Electric Corporation, and Miss Anna S. Bansall, E. F. Houghton & Co., to arrange for meeting places at the hotel and to
supply information headquarters and perform such other duties as naturally
would come before a local committee. A Publicity Committee has also been appointed under the chairmanship of John Miller, librarian of the King Feature
Syndicate, New York City, together with Paul P. Foster, librarian of the Philadelphia Inquirer, William Alcott, librarian of the Boston Globe and Joseph
Kwapil, librarian of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. All questioils of transportation will be handled by Franklin H Price of the Philadelphia Free Library,
who is a member of the A L.A. Travel Committee.
The Association will also share in the exposition space occupied by the
A.L.A. at the Philadelphia Sesquicentennial. The Exhibit Department will be
in general charge of Mr. Joseph Kwapil.
I n addition to the meetings announced in the April issue of SPECIAL
LIBRAA
Nominating
IES, there will be numerous group meetings throughout the peridd.
Committee has been appointed consisting of Mr. Lewis A. Armistead, chairman,
Miss Eieanor Cavanaugh, Mrs. Jennie L. Scl~ram,Mr. D. F. Brown and Mr.
Paul Foster.
would
The President of the Association or the Editor of SPECIALLIBRARIES
be glad to receive suggestions regarding any feature of the conference.
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Our Cover Design
For the cover design we are especially indebted to the General Petroleum
Corporation whose generous gift enabled us to have the necessary cut made. This
cut was taken from a full page story appearing in 1924 in the Los Angeles Sunday Times. When asked for his suggestions for a cover design Mr. Charles
Owens, the well known Times artist, recalled his story of the old Washington
Press. This printing press, the first to enter California, travelled from New
York in 1848 by way of New Orleans and Panama, long before the present
canal was dreamed of, to the San Francisco of gold rush days, thence to San
Diego in 1851, a decade later it went to San Bernardino, thence to Aurora, no
longer to be found on present day maps, and finally it came to rest, in Independence, Inyo County, California. I n 1924 the old press was producing the
Inyo Independent. The story of this old press rivetted our attention, so full
of symbolism was it of all that goes to make up the modern library. Let the
pilgrim press speak for itself:
"I am the press that the People's rights maintain, unaw'd by influence and
unhrib'd by gain. Seventy-six long years have I seen come and go, the ykars of
the winning of the West. When I was young I made the eagle scream f o r Zachary Taylor, the man without a vote. I n Panama I was sudi fathoms five in the
Chagres. I saw the California gold diggings at their worst and best. Mark
Twain and John Derby of Phoenixiana fame often leaned over my fonn to see
their maiden efforts in print.
"Now I am old, but egad! I can still do a day's work. If you don't bclieve
it just ask my good master, Harry Glasscock, for I , who was once the D i m
Catcher in Baton Rouge and the Herald in various cities and two languages, am
now the Inyo Independent in the new land of the West.
"Men prate of steam presses, presses that can turn out their thousand sheets,
all neatly folded, per hour. I am slow, but the sheets I turn out are clean and
of fair impress. My history! I have struck: upon all the chords of life with
might; I have cl~ronicledpcttp happenings and great; I have enco~~~passed
alI of
life."

Funds Needed for Convention
Plans are going forward rapidly for the exhibit of Special Libraries to be
made in connection with the A.L.A. exposition in Philadelphia. The A.L.A. is
seeking for anniversary purpose to collect $35,000. S.L.A. has no need for such
a large sum as this; there are, however, many expenses in connection with otlr
meeting this year which must be met outside of our regular funds. These include an appropriate exhibit at the exposition, certain unusual convention expenses, and might very properly include some part of the cost of printing our
Annual Meeting proceedings.
The President and Esecutive Comlnittec are asking members to join in subscribing to a fund of not less than $1,000 for these purposes Checks are already
coming in, but they should come in much more rapidly. This is an opportunity
for evesy member to contribute in a small way to the betterment of the Association. Members ase urged not only to contribute personally, but to request their
libraries to contribute as well. The amounts need not be large. The aggregate
is what will count.
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Research on the Pacific Coast
We have selectcd for this page a few examples of research on the
Pacific coast. The list does not pretend to be complete but is truly
representative of a wide variety of undertakings.
The Pacific coast ofice of the American
Petroleum Institute acts as a clearing house
of the national inslitute in matters concerning the petroleum industry on the Pacific
coast. Gathers and publishes monthly a Summ a r y of Califorjtia Oil Field Operations, giving statistics relating to the production and
stocks of crude petroleum in the state, and
the development of California oil fields. Issues other publications at intervals on the oil
industry in California. Address: 315 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Caliiornia.
The Bureau of Governmental Research
was organized for the sludy of the improvement of municipal government. Reference
material consists largely in data relating to
progress in city administration throughout
the United States. Address: 68 Post St., San
Francisco, California.
California Retail Council is an organization of merchants and trade associaA
tions throughout northern California.
monthly meeting is held for the purpose of
having special papers and discussions relating to the problems of retailing. Reference
material consisls of the best printed matter
on these problems. Address : 451 California
St., San Francisco, California.
California Statc Automobile Association
was organized for the benefit of automobile
tourists. Its research work includes the securing of data relating t o state automobile
registrations, traffic counts at various points,
state laws affecting motorists, progress in
road improvements, etc. Address: Hayes 8
Van Ness Sts., San Francisco, Cd'f1 ornia.

Californians Inc. was organized with the
purpose of serving without charge the tourist
and prospective settler in California. I t
maintains a central bureau of information,
adequately staffed to furnish authentic information as to agriculture, commerce, industry,
and recreation, and will undertake to answer
with carefully verified facts any question
asked about California. Address: 140 Montgomery St., San Francisco, California.

Industrial Relations Association of California which functions as a personnel managers'
club, has for its special object the making
of studies pertinent to personnel problem in
San Francisco business firms. Information
contained in data files includes: general employment management, organization of employment departments, employn~ent records
and reports, labor turnover, mental and special ability tests, selection and placement, apprentice training, hcallh and safety in industry, welfare activities, incentives, insurance,
labor laws. Address: Flood Bldg., San Francisco, California.
San Francisco Bay Marine Piling Committee co-operates with the National Research
Council and ihe American Wood-Preservers'
Association in studying the preservation of
wooden structures from the attack of borers
and conducting an investigation into the value
and proper use of the various substitutes for
timber of which concrete is the most important. Issues annual Progress Reports. Address: 215 Market St., San Francisco, Calif ornia.

Rear-Admiral Elliot Snow, U.S.K., a
Trustee of the Naval Historical Foundation, at Washington, D.C. desires information
concerning a volume entitled h7aval Scoles of
the Last War. (1811), written by Moses
Smith, who was on the U.S.S. "Constitulion"
(Old Ironsides) during her engagelnent with
the "Guerriere.
The book was evidently privately published,
and there is no record of its ever hanng been
copyrightcd, and thc Library of Congress
states that it IS not listcd as being in any
public library of the United States, nor in
the British Museum.
Admiral Snow bcliews that if a copy of
this publication can be found it may clear up
several interesting points connected with the.
War of 1812. From the title he thinks it was
published some time prior to the hlesican
War.
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Associations
The monthly meetings of the local associations are drawing to a close I t has been a
year of real accomplishtnellt in the field of
activity.
Boston

which the host and hostess added the typical
Saturday night Boston Baked Beans as well
as coffee and milk.

The Annual Meeting of the Special Libraries Association of Boston was held on Salurday, May 22, 1926 at the Farm and Trades
School, Thompson's Island, Boston Xarbor.
About thirty-five members and guests were
met at City Point by the Farm and Trades
School steamer and taken to the island, where
the school band of thirty pieces were at the
wharf to greet the party and escort it to the
school building where the hostess welcomed
the group.
At the Chapel, Supt. Swasey added his
word of greeting and then the annual business meeting was called to order. T h e following officers were elected for 1926-1927:
President, Niss Margarel Withington, librarian, Social Service Library ; Vice-president,
Frederic A. Mooney, librarian, Dennison
Mig. Co. ; Secretary, Miss Elizabeth Burrage,
librarian, Administration Library, Boston
School Committee ; Treasurer, Va~idry L.
Voigt, Edison Electric Illuminating Co, of
Boston ; hiember of the Executive Committee, lVilliarn Alcott, librarian, The B o s h
Globe.
The secretary gave her annual report, showing that there had been an average attendancc
at meetings throughout the year of fifty and
that an average of forty-one had attended
the suppers preceding the rneetmgs. The report of the Xembersh~p Committee showed
that twenty-nlne new members had been added
during the year. The Education Conlm~ttee
presented the results of a questionnaire on
"Educational lVork in Boston Special Libraries." Thc main heads co.vered were: planned
reading, special classes, library publ~cations,
abstracting of articles, special notices to individuals, bulletin boards and other educational work. Other committee reports were
read and acted on.
ll'hen the formal business meeting was over,
Mr. Alcott, President of the Association read
a paper on the Farm and Trade School and
an o~portunitywas glven for the group to
visit the various buildings of the schoo].
A picnic supper was held on the lawn to

T h e Illinois Chapter held a dinner meeting
on hIay 12 a t the Domestic Science Tea Room
in Chicago. At a shoit business meeting following the dinner a report to the National ASsociation covering the year's work was considered.
T h e annual meeting of the Chapter was
held on June 4. T h c iollowing officers werc
elccted for the forthcoming year: President,
Pyrrha B. Shefield; Vicc-President, Marion
J. Reynolds ; Secretary-Treasurer, Frances
BI. Coman.
New York

Chicago

Dr. Archibald Malloch, the librarian of the
New York Academy 01 Medicine outlined the
classification that Sir William Osler developed for thc collection of medical books,
which he gave to k1cGill Univcrsrty. I n tclling how he had to remain at Oxford to secure the aid of foreign and dead language
proiessors t o translate some of the books to
make it possible to classify them and other
similar details, he made his talk very interesting.
Mrs. Marion Brockway of the hietropolitan came to hcar Dr. Malloch and was prev a ~ l e dupon to tell interesting reminiscences of
her acquaintance with Dr. Osler and his
iamily. Mrs. Brockway took her nursing
trailling under S i r William Osler a t John
I-Iopkins University. Mrs. Mellen, our former
President-Juliet
Handerson-whom
we had
expected to tell us abouL her experiences in
Mexico, was ill and unable to be prescnt.
T h e following officers were elected: President, Miss Mary Louise Alexander, Barion,
Durstinc Sr Osborn; Vicc-Pres, Miss Elizabeth B. Wray, United States Rubber Cornpany; Sec'y-Treas., Miss Josephine I. Greenwood, Consolidated Gas Co.; Membcrs of
ExccuLivc Board, Miss Rebecca 13. Rankin
and Miss Elcanor S. Cavanaugh.
Reports of thc ofriccrs and chairmen of committees were read. T h e meeting was held at
Tow11 Hall and was unusually successful f o r
thc last mccting of the year, the attcndance
being marly double that of the last meeting
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a year ago, when only a business meeting was
held.
Philadelphia
T h e annual meeting of the Special Libraries
Council of Philadelphia and Vicinity was held
o n May 7, in the l~hraryof the Philadelphia
Electric Company.
The meeting was operled by a general summary of the year's work by the chairman, followed by annual reports of the officers and
committee chairmen.
The secretary's report showed eight regular meetings and one joint meeting with the
Penl~sylvaniaLibrary Club, with an average
attendance of thirty-five The collection of
books and pamphlets on the subject of special libraries, which is housed a t the secretary's office, and available for loan to persons seeking advice in installing libraries,
was increased during the year by gifts from
members of the Council, and was used frequently. The placement work for the year
showed a slight Increase over last year's in
number of open positions and the number
registering for positions.
T h e Directory Commi.ltee reported that final
preparations for the publication of thc 4th
edition of the Directory of Libraries of Philadelphia and Vicinity were begun In November. Information for this edition has been
accumulating ever since the present d~rectory
made its appearance in 1923. Groups were
formed of the libraries representing engineering, chemistry, art, music, science, history,
social service, medicine, cducation, these being the divisions to which mosL of the hbraries to be listed in the new cdition belong.
Group cha~rmenwere appointed and meetings
with the committee were arranged. The purpose of these meetings was to afford an opportunity for the librarians to discuss their
collections with relation to each other so that
suitable subject headings might be determined
under which the group would be adequately
represented After these group meetings, the
editing began and the cotnmittee has held
weekly meetings with the result that the publication of the new directory is expected in
June.
T h e Periodical Committee reported real
progress. Letters, telephone calls and personal visits resulted in valuable additions to
the Council's "Union List," which now contains about sixteen hundred and seven cards.
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A number more libraries are working on their
cards, and the committee proposes to continue
their work during the summer, hoping to report further success by October.
The Membership Committee reported eleven
new members during the year, making a total
of fifty-fix paid-up active members. A number of members who had not paid dues for
a year o r more were dropped, but not before
they were interviewed. The committee obtained in this manner a personal expression
of their interest o r lack of interest.
The Program Committee reported in full
on the various meetings, and it showed how
varied and interesting these were.
The Publicity Committee's contribution was
a humble and contrile heart.
The following affcers were elected f o r the
year 1926-1927: Chairman, Miss Anna S.
Bonsall, E. F. Houghton Company Library ;
Vicc-Chairman, Miss Charlotte G. Noyes, librarian, Experimelltal Station Library, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Company; Secretary,
Miss Helen M.Rankin, chief, Municipal Reference Division, T h e Free Library of P h ~ h delphia; Treasurer, Mrs. Gcrtrude W. Maxwell, Ilbrarian, Electric Storage Battery Company.
The business session was allotled a very
limited time, when the meeting was turned into
a reception for the incoming officers. Sinbad
the Sailor was Master of ceremonies, while
General Smedley Darlington Butler presided
over the refreshments. Uncle Joe Cannon
provided smokes for the motley array of mummers (in imagination). Only one untoward
incident marred the harmony; Paul Ply's
barks wcre so vociferous that it was necessary
to translorm him into the Dulchess Cam
O'Flage.
Southern California
The regular meeting of the Special Libraries Association of Southern Califorilia was
held in the library of the Los Angeles Museum of History, Sciencc and Alt, at Exposition Park on Friday evening, June 11.
Dr. William Alanson Bryan, Dircctor of the
Museum, delivered the princ~paladdress. O n
account of the occasion, a number of special
cxhibils were placed on view in the rooms
of the Museum. A special picnic supper at
the library was enjoyed before the meeling.
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We Do This
Margaret Reynolds, Department Editor
Librarian's p e t t y cash account. In t h e
preliminary edition of the rcports of the president and other officials of the John C r e r a r
Library, w e learn of the establishment of a
librarian's checking account, as part of t h e
petty cash fund authorized by the Board upon
the recommendation of the Committee on Finance. T h e arrangement has several advantages. I t replaces for all petty cash disbursements in the United States and Canada payment by postal money orders. I n so doing it
makes a cash saving of the postal fee, recently increased to a minimum of rgc., a much
larger saving of the time consumed in preparing the applications and sccuring the orders, and the avoidance of the great delay
in replacing the occasional remittances which
Who-What-Where.
T h e title tells y o u go astray. Moreover, it automatically gives
exaclly what our littlc card file is. W e have the library satisfactory receipts for the remitmany calls for addresses and names of bank- tances, whercas previously a certain number
ers, financiers and others. T o answer these of payees neglected or refused to acknowlcalls, we have compiled a very workable list edge payment of these small sums. T h e
which is of great value and service to us. maximum amount of the account is $roo but
I t is not possiblc to anticipate the future calls, since it was opcned in April, one hundred
so when we arc asked for the name o r ad- and forty-six checks have been drawn against
dress of one not in our file, a card is made it. The fees saved, therefore, have been over
out as soon as the necessary information is $20, a very good return on the investment,
found. This file enables us t o give t.he de- disregarding the other advantages.-Clewwtt
sired information in the quickest possiblc time. W . A n d r e w , librarian.
We try to keep our file up t o date by noting
Overdue material. A circulation of a b o u t
M.
changes of address and officers.-Lydia
twenty-four hundred a month requires a
Jacobz~s, librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of
close watch of material. Thc following
Ricl~nzo~rd.
scheme was devised a year ago and works
Library Bulletin. Twice each month w e satisfactorily. Overdue charges are followed
send out a Library Bzdleti?~,listing the maga- up every day a s material becomes overdue,
zine articles indexed since the last issue. I n books after two wecks, magazines after one
order that these cards may be available in week. (Magazines circulating regularly t o
the file and quickly sorted out when we are more than one person are followed u p a f t e r
ready to type our bulletin, we placc a Smith the third day.)
signal on the card as each entrv is made.
T h e borrower is called on the telephone a n d
' O n the first and fifleenth of each month, if hc says he will return the book the date
when we Issue bulletins, we pull only the of the call is written on the book c a r d in
cards with signals, the stencil is cut, all sig- red ink, a while steel signal is placed on t h e
nals are removed, the cards are returned to card which is then filed in the overdue file.
the file, and as each ncw article is indexed All cards bearing white signals are followed
the signals are again used.
up again within a few days by a second phone
These can be obtamed in various colors, call. After this call red signals are placed
so that one is able to work out many other on the cards lnstcad of white arid the c a r d s
uses for them in connection with card files.returned to the overdue file.
Elirvra 144. Boyer, librarran, Union Trtlst
Comparatively few books are kept out a f t e r
Company, Clevela7td.
the second call. These are followed up a t

Speedac visible file. Another ch'ange
made during the past year a t the John Crerar
Library is in the treatment of the Continuation Record. I t was felt that quite a large
proportion of the entries did not need the
full amount of space provided on the blanks
hitherto used for all. Some five thousand
have been transferred to a much simpler record bbnk and filed in a Speedac Visible File.
T h e resulting economy of space will enable
the present equipment to mect all probable
demands for many years; and, so f a r as a
short trial of the plan can determine, with
a gain rather than a loss in ease of ehtry and
consultation.-Clement
W. Andrews, librarian.
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intervals of two or three days, if they are
still unreturned and no satisfactory response
is made the red signals are replaced by black.
Cards bearing black signals are referred t o
the librarian for special attention.
Books sent out to various departments to be
kept until called in by the library have blue
signals placed on the book card when charged.
I n this way they can be found easily when
needed for a hurry call from some other department. Cards for books charged to the
staff have yellow signals. Other special
charges are taken care of by various colors.Mary Hayes, librarian, The Natiortal City Finamial L~brary.

We make a rule not to ask for help until
we have exhausted our own resources. We
try not t o bother any one person too often;
and we always offer to reciprocate if they
will allow us to. No graceful gesture is ever
wasted in this business of ours.-Mary Louise
Alewander, chief, Research Departnae~~t,
Bartolt, Durstine and Osborn.

Facts to use for talks. For some time
we have been furnishing little slips, 2 x 4
inches in size, containing concise notes for
use in giving talks on various occasions.
Men in the organization make considerable use
of them in cbnnection with their public addresses. They are mimeographed on bond
paper
and are handy to carry in the pocket.
Contacts. W e have developed a new
hobby: 'it is "contacts." Of course all 11bra- The items cover a wide range of subjects,
rians have learned that answers to many prob- especially matters relating to public utilities.
lems are not always to be found in print, and -Jennie Lee Schram, Illinois Light a d POWit is necessary to get the opinions of authori- er Corporation.
ties and often, too, it is, wise to have the information we collect checked by experts. T o
simplify this proceedure our Research Department has done two things:
The editor regrets the long delay in pre(I) We have made it a point to join many senting the June number to our readers, hilr.
associations, such as the United States Cham- Vandegrift, compiler of the California maber of Commerce, American Management As- terial, submitted his copy promptly and the
sociation, American Statistical Association, printer has forwarded his proofs within the
Society for Electrical Development, and usual period of time, but various causes have
others. In the aggregate these cost us quite contributed to the delay of the number.
a lot each year, but have proved well worth
*
*
the price in giving us access to original
The July issue will be a mid-summer book,
sources of information and acquaintance with
specialists in various lines. Undoubtedly all number and will contain reviews by various
firms bdong to many such associations, but members of the S L A
* * *
unless the librarian's name appears on their
mailing list, she may never see the bulletins
The editor has on his desk interesting manor reports issued, I t is wise t o have all com- uscripts which space has not permitted repany memberships entered in the name of the producing in SPECIALLIBRARIES.
Our readers
Library or Research Department.
have already been given during the past twelve
months one hundred more pages than in the
(2) We have built up our own Who's
Who of personal sources. We list, under sub- previous year and there is a financial limitajects, the names of people who help us. what tion which restricts the number of pages the
we have asked them, and when. Thus, when magazine carries from month to month.
we have a knotty automobile problem, it is
* * *
not necessary to telephone all the dozen or
The Library of the Bureau of Agricultural
more automobile trade papers and associations Economics is at work on an Index t o the
in New York City because our list shows state official sources of the agricultural stawhich ones specialize on different phases of tistics of California. This is not yet ready
this industry, and the name of the person in to be mimeographed but it is hoped to have
that organization who knows us, and will be it ready for distribution by the later part of
most apt to help us. I t is tremendously im- the summer. I t will be similar in character
portant that the people of whom you ask to the Alabama compilation recently issued by
favors should know you.
the Bureau.

Editor's Desk
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Events and Publications
Rebecca

B. Rankin,

Have you read the article in Science, February 26, 1926,page 218,entitled "The Scope
of Bibliographies?"
A new department in the National Mwzicipal
Review is one on P ~ ~ b l Utilities,
ic
conducted
by John Bauer, an expert consultant.

7,1ze Fi,,alzcial Statistics o f Cities for 1924
from the Bureau of the Census is out.

The Splzittr Talks, issued by Miller, Franklin, Basset & Co., contains some interesting
reprints on advertising methods.

Department Editor
They are being published by The Johns HOPkins Press, Baltimore. Some of the most recent ones are: Bureat& o f the Mint, and O f fice o f tlze Conrptroller of the Cwrency. T h e
hlstory, activities and organization of d c h
bureau or office are given.
T h e Association of Special Libraries and
Information Bureaux (British) is advertising
f o r a general editor to take charge of preparing a Special Libraries Directory f o r
Great Britain and Ireland. The appointment
will be for one year only as it is anticipated
that the Directory may be completed in that
time.

Installment Selling Under Sound Banking
Principles is Henry Ittleson's contribution t o
$his mooted question of installment plan selling.

Illinois Llbrarias for April carries an article
by M~~~ ~ ~ ~ rjay,
t librarian
~ i of~ thek National safety council on "saving
~i~~ and
Money-the Business Library."

Michigan Manufacturer and Fir~ancialRecord of March 20 presents a fine article by W.
W. Bishop, librarian, on "University of Michgan Library Aids Industry."

T h e Open Shelf, Cleveland Public Library's
bulletin for May, might allnost be called the
Business Man's number-it endeavors to show
thc service which the library is prepared to
give the business man.

In the Monthly Labor Review, March, 1926,
there is a leading article "The Library of the
United Slates Department of 'labor," by
Laura A. Thompson, the librarian.

Chicago Comnierce of March 20, 1926,carries an article entitled "Business Survey to be
Made by Library" which describes the new
commercial activities of the American Library in Paris.
Pomeroy's Causes o f the Recent Stock Market Decline published at Camden, South
Carolina, suggests that the Stock Exchange
be compelled to publish the standardized reports of corporations.
Louis
has been an
On
populalion for years, and his most recent contribution, Population Problems in tlze United
States and Canada will be read with interest.
Have you seen the series of service monographs of the United States governnlent issued by the Institute of Government Research?

Nathan V a n Patteh, librarian of Queens
University, Kingston, Canada, has completed
a bibliography, The Literature of Lubrication
which he has been compiling for three years.
It includes references for the years rgoo to
date-a total of more than two thousand entries.

Jownal of the Western Society of Engineers f o r March, 1926 carries an article,
"Short History of the De;elopment of t h e Library," by which they mean their o w n soclety's library. T h e library was established in
1878.
Michigan Business Studies is the title of a
new series of bulletins which will set f ~ r t h
the results of studies in business problems
made by the Bureau of Business Research of
the University of Michigan School of Business Administration, Ann Arbor. Vol. r. No.
I is dated February, 1gz6, it is devoted t o T h e
Life History o f A~~tontobilss.Of course,
that
Michigan's first contribution would be o ; ~
subject.
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Dr. Gee. F. Bowerman has a well-written
article, entitled "The Free Public Library,"
in American Federationkt of May, 1926.

T h e Peopled Gas Yearbook 1926 issued by
the Peoples' Gas Light and Coke Co., Chicago is an annual report and statement in an
unusually attractive form.
The Motion Pictzire is a monthly magazine
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., 469 Fifth Ave., New
York City, which may be obtained free upon
request.
Some special librarian may find the Asphalt
Periodical Index published by the Asphalt Association, 441 Lexington Ave., New York City
a useful quarterly index of current asphalt
literature.
United States Department of Labor, Bulletin of the Women's Bureau No. 50, is devoted t o a discussion of Effects of Applied
Research Upon the Emp1oy;ttent Opportitnities
o f American Women which are found to be
beneficial in many ways.

T h e Ititer-ally Debfs and the United States
is the title of a volume issued by the National Industrial Conference Board in which
the nature and significance of the debts for
the American economic life are discussed.
T h e Vacation Service Bureau is responsible
for a useful little book for everybody-1926
Vacation G14ide. Resorts and their locations,
places to stay and rates are given.
Trade Promotion Series No. 27 of the
United States Foreign and Domestic Commerce Bureau contains a comprehensive survey of China's banking and financial systems"Currency, Banking and Finance in China"
by Frederic E. Lee.

Facts and Figures of the Azdtomobile Industry 1926 has just been published by the
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
I t is a most useful manual of that industry.
hXcGraw1s Central Station Directory 1926
is off the press.

The Municipal Index 1926, an annual publication by the American City, has been published.
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Do you know the Office Equipment Catalogrie? It's in its third edition. A condensation of trade catalogs for all kinds of office
equipment may be needed by any special library. Address your request to Office Equipment Catalogue, Inc., 342 Madison Avenue,
New York City.

Transportation I~~ternatiolialwhich is the
yearbook of the International Transportation
Association, Washington, D.C. is one of the
most useful reference books. I t is compiled
under the direction of Otto Baedeker and
Associates. It tells "how to go, where to go,
what to see"---covers the world, reporting
hotels, their capacity and rates.

G. F. Barwick, late Keeper of the Printed
Books at the British Museum, has been chosen
as general editor of the new Directory which
the Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux is to publish. W e congratulate the Association in having secured
Mr. Barwick.
Business Kesearch-Significance and Technique" by T , L. Kibler appears in the June
number of Social Forces. I t is a very good
description of the technique of preparing bibliographies.
Robert J. Usher, reference librarian of the
John Crerar Library, Chicago has won the
first prize of $100 in a contest f o r the best
letters on the subjcct of H o w I Use Cmiu's
Market Data Book. What special librarian
does not use it, but we're glad Mi-. Usher was
clever, enough to write about his use of it.
The news of it is flashed in big headlines i n
Class f o r June, 1926.
"Wisconsin's Library School 20 Ycars Old"
is a full-page illustrated article in the Sunday
edition of a Milwaukee newspaper writlen by
Margaret Reynolds, a graduate of that school
who is librarian of the First National Wisconsin Bank, Milwaukee.
National Probation Association, 370 Seventh
Ave., New York City, is responsible f o r the
publication of A Bibliography on Probatioll,
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Courts,
Crime, Psychiatric Treatment and Related
Subjects. I t is a well selected list of the
leading books, pamphlets and articles. Suggestions or corrections to the list are welcomed.
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Personal Notes
As SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
is passing through the press, word comes
that Miss Margaret C. Wells, a n associate editor of the magazine,
passed away on Monday, June 28. Miss Wells h a d not been in good
health for some time, but her illness did not become serious unhl
recently.
Miss Wells, prior t o occupying the position of librarian with the
American International Corporation, was identified with the Williamsburg Branch of the Brooklyn Public Library. When she entered the
service of tlk American International Corporation, the library of the
corporation was in its infancy, but with her usual energy and efficiency
she made it a vital part of the organization. She was always an
active member of the S.L.A., serving in various official capacities. I n
her service as associate editor she conducted this Department, always
sending in material with conlnlendable proinptncss. T o inany of the
members her death will be a real personal loss.

Miss Eleanor Kerr, of Potter & CO., was
elected president of the Women's Bond Club
of New York at its annual meeting on May
12, 1926.
Miss Janet Doe, assistant librarian, Rockefeller Institute, has been appointed in charge of
periodicals, Academy of Medicine Library,
New York.
Mr. Walter I?. Grueninger who is the library manager of the Franklin Square Subscription Agency and a radio reviewer of
magazine articles and books, was married on
Easter Eve, April 3, to Miss Hildegarde
Huetsch of Union City, New Jersey. Mr. and
Mrs. Grueninger are taking a three months'
trip through the south and middlewest broadcasting and caIling on the trade in general.
Miss Adelaide ICight, formerly of the
Newark Public Library, has been appointed
industrial librarian of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, New York.
Miss Charlotte Hubach, formerly of the
Brooklyn Public Library and more recently
with the Travelers Insurance Company of
New York, has accepted a position in the
Treasurer's Department of the Americarl
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Miss Margaret Reynolds, librarian, First
Wisconsin National Bank, spoke recently at
the University of Arkansas on "Modern

Poets." S h e also spoke before the seniors
of the FayettevilIe High School on "Minor
Modern Poets." Also lately, Miss Reynolds
spoke befoi-e fhe St. Louis Library School, on
thc subject: "Special Library, Its Origin, Its
Growth and I t s Future."
Miss M. Clair Darty, who has been with
the University of California, Southern Branch,
resigned her position there and left f o r Cleveland, Ohio. She plans to sail on the 26th of
June from Montreal f o r a three n~onths'tour
of the Continent.
Miss Mary Romona Bean has returned t o
Los Angeles to take charge of the Publicity
Department of the Library Bureau. Miss
Bean formerly had charge of the Library Department and went to San Francisco t o carry
on the same kind of work.
Mrs. Irish, librarian oE the Barlow Medical
Library, left May I, 1926, for Des Moines,
where she will spend her vacation. Combining business'with pleasure, she plans t o go
on t o Ann Arbor, where she will attend the
Medical Library meeting.
Miss Ruth H. Parker, has been added i o
the library staff of Boston University College of Business Administration, succeeding
Mrs. Sadie A. Maxwell, resigned. Miss Edith
Illsley has joined the library staff as cataloger.
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